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Voic:·o\'e~: 

Voice-o••c:-: 

Bill IVJJron: 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

Transcript of Stimulator Infomercial 
"Saying No To Pain" 

Suptr: "Th~ following program is a paid prtstntation from NaJural 
lnnovotion.s, Inc. • 

The following program is a paid presentation from Natural lnnovarions. 

There are ITWIY stringent government regulations involved in sellillc a p&in relief 
product on television, ~use some products sold ill the p;uc may have been 
ineffective, built false hope, and in some cases. could bave beca lwnlflll. This 
producr lias nor uudergone the extensive le5ring lhar would allow us co saris()' all of 
lhe federal regulations. However, similar products bave been ill we for yean with no 
record of ill errecrs; in face, this cooc:ept has been used for cearuries for pain relief. 
We m.lke no medial claim that the Stimulator cun:s any disease, or does mything 
other than relieve pain for the people seen on !his progrm~. We simply believe that 
e>ch of you has lhe rich< ro rry a product for younelf, and rbe oppollllllil)' to make 
your own decision ro take acrive control of your own healthcare choices, inc.luding 
wllat give5 you relief from your pain. 

Super: Simultoneow visual scrolling of voiet·ovu. 

Dtpiction: A man jogging with a rtd highUg/u poiming ro his right ank/(. A 
woman on a ttltphont in a Aitchtn r.1bbing ltu n.cJc with htr ltft hand, 

t;nfortunarely I know far roo much about pain. 

Dtpicrion: A bo.v throwing a bastball and rubbing his righr tlbow. 

You know. you're nor talking to someone who fell off of a bar stool. 

Dtpic:ion: A man rubbing his hands. 

I ie:t oii of a motorcycle on pavemenr going ·100 mile:s per bour. 

Dtpic:ion: A woman grabbing hu lowu bacJc in pain. 

Dtptcilon: A man ; iadng unrm arui grabbing his ltft t lbo•• afttr hilllnfth~ 
bail . 

. -\ .. :::C a · .i go1og co sc:elJT'I lt you. ·Don "t do th:u ro me.· 

Pl!n. plln ~o Jwoy SIJY runed b<cJuse you ' ;e Jbour 10 me(r J very spc.:iJJ doc:or 
.... ;,o ~lS broughr ~s J ~ey 10 unlock !he grip oi P"'" · And if you know someone 
•.\~C · i ! l\"10! ·Nilh ;l.:Un. piclSe. I ' d I ii.::: you ~o :J.ke J momem Jnd c~l rhc:n ri2ht now 
.\.i i.: :!!c~ r~ JOtn us lS 'J.'C ~c:: : sorr.e J.m:umg ·Horic:s from p~!oplc who hJv~ b;:~ stl 
. . .. ·- :'r::: :a~~:"'" """lt.'l .:..~~ ~usir.ts.s Jr· .::'iJOying liic: md ft~l i ng ~cod . TodJy . \lfl 
·~_;\ "-•l :o ?lJ!'l . 

EXHIBIT A 
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Joe .>.nrhony : 

Eve! Knie•,el: 

Bill Wahon: 

Voic:-ove:-: 

NATURAL INNOVATIONS, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

If they said that they were ne"er going to be ••ail able aglln and some~ody wanted to 
buy mine, and I couldn 't replace it, I wouldn't sell it for SS,OOO. 

1 think that this is a better product to use. and you em k.ep things thJt do not be!on ~ 
in your system out of yo~r system. -

It's -.ry eifective in terms of enabling me to have a bett<r life. 

Dtpiction: Still shots of tht ptoplt dtpicrtd tarlitr. 

Back pains. h<adaches, joint pain, foot pain. Join ~ Meriwether as she tllks with 
hellth proctitioner Dr. Steven Gandee, NBA all-star player ond announcer Bill 
Wllton, special guest star Evel Knievcl, :and people just like you, whose only special 
qullity is that they're living without pain. Today, on 'Say No to Pain.· 

Dtpiction: Still shots of ut Mtriwtrhtr, Dr. Gandtt, Bill Walron. b·tl 
Knitvel, and consumtr tndorsers. 

Suptr: Tht word ·Pain • suptrimpostd on tht 11111 shoti, followtd by rht 
word ·.va· in /orgt ud ltlltn. 

Hi, I 'm Lee Meriwether. And no mauer who you are, wbat you do, you, me and Ute 
rest of world all have somellting in common. We bun sometimes. Many of us ignore 
it. hope it goes away . Or we reach imo the medicine cabinet for drugs. Generllly, 
we do whatever we c.ll1 to live around the pain. But what happens to your life in the 
meJntime? You male• sacrifices, don' t you? Pain can literally talce away our lives. 

\ 

L:nidentificd WomJn #2 : Even like when I pick my c!lild up. and she's ten months old now, when I first had 
her. it would sometim<S cramp a lot. If I'd hold her for a long period of time. like in 

my e!bow :uel. 

Bill Wllton : My gall wa.s to :et pain frc: . My go>l was to have a life. I had no life. 

L"ni<!e~tirie~ WomJn :f} • That w:un 't me. I w:u ,·e:y ur.h•ppy because I couldn't fur.ction the wav 1 wa.s used 
to fur.c:ioning . I juS! couldn': do the things I was used to doing. · 

I'd hke to u:troduc: a mJJI who h:u bee~ doing something about pain for almosl'20 

y tltS. 

Dtpic!ion: Dr. Gond~t ~wmining a pari~nt atui pr~stnting a spttch. 

Or. Sl<ve G.ll1de: has tht largest sing!e doctor pr>ctice in Ohio . Over 40.000 office 
v1sirs l ye:.c. Now thll ?U(S !'urn in the top one pcn:~nr in the: country . He'1 the Ohio 
s ::.t~ :e:rese·:-.tltiv~ to the lnce~JuonJJ ChiroprJcdc AsS OC13.UOn. He's be!n feltUrcd in 
m,;me:-o.us :ne:hcJJ ;:>ubllc:uons ~ wc:l ;IS h1.s own tclcv1SIOO series on c!liropnc:ic 
.::a! fils :russton h.:u be: :l tO help ;JC:>ple find .1 w.:~.y to sa~ no to p~n . Now Dr. 
G.lr..c!:. 1 ~~ow ::-:os: ;~::oie ')~:~ :o ~o on~ oi IWO things when they':e in pain . 
-:-~~:: :=:t~c:~ rr:: ;a :gr.o:-! it hcr::ng 11 will ,go l""'l Y. Or. we! l. unior:lJnJte!~ . rhc:y 
:::.c~ :~10 :!1e :nc:dtc:r.e ::201nc:. 
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1: 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

Dr_ Gande<: L~:. that's true and that's a sh:une. P:ople nowadays selrch and reach for drugs 
forst. insteod of trying sorne!hing differenL But forrunately with tile Stimulator people 
c.lll take control of tlleir life. of their pain. of their suffe:ing therruelves. People like 
that. I wish you could follow me a,round my office one day. just one day. and watch 
people's auirude.s w~en they em stan tllernselves. like you and I can take control of 
what we .feel, what we want to do, and not go to the drug,.cabineL It's gre:u. It's a 
great fe.eling , gr<lL 

John Trippe: I've been on Darvocm and ot:her pain killers all this time. OatVoceas and Dat'lons 
and codeines. Tylenol with codeine. And sine: I've be:o introduced to tllis, I haven't 
used .lilY of it. 

Unide:>tiiied Woman .f4 : Some things are addictive. You don't want to --you end up relying on something that 
u causes other health problems. And I look for a natural way to deal witll any hc:ohh 
problenu that I have. 

Gi<n :O.tatz: Some of us cm't just rake aspirin. Some of us jusr can'r lake cenain medications or 
anti-innaJtU~Urory drugs becauS< they upset our stomach. This, I can relieve tile pain 
and I don't have to swallow anything. 

u: ~leriwetller : Whar these people are talking abour is tllis simple pain-relief device. It's called !he 
Sumulator and h changes the lives of those who use ir. You know. Doctor, when 1 
first saw thi$ product, well, and I be.1td the phenomenal effects ir had on people, 1 
thou~ht, how in the world em something so"small have sucb a phenomenal effect on 
the body? 

Dr. G.~nde:: I thought the same w;y. It is small, isn't ir' But I'll tell you, whe!l 1 first saw the 
Srimularor. 1 personally needed some!hing in my office ro help me. And the reuon is 
~ie loluckJe on the forefinger of my hand bun so bad for the last rwo yem I thought 1 
wu going to have to quit chiropractic. I could not work on my patients the way 1 
wanted to. I had to chmge tcch.niques. I think. seriously, if I hadn't bad tile 
Stimulator, 1 wouldn't be in chiropractic right now. Or I would've bad to cut back 
dr>motica!ly on the patienas I wu seeing. 

~= .\lc:iwe:.~cc: $<) you used it on Y9Ursc!l? 

Dr. Gar.ce: : 1 ~::-::Unly did. About thrc: or four times 2 day ovcc • pc:iod of a w e:Jc, 1 have no 
rr.orc p>in. ADd you lolow what I did? At that point in time, I made • conscious 
cffon lha< 1 wu going to gel ;~is product to soc:ic!)l, to Amc:ica. Not only Ame:ico. 
;he world. 

L."nicco::<:cd \Vom:u~ ~5 ;-,,3t wu the boggest surprise 10 me -- thot J little thtng like thot Stimulator could hc!p 
tnJI 11nus tn thoo Joy . ~o hot Jlld cold packs, no beod over llld ic:! like your eyes 
Jie _gotng (0 fJJI OUL 

:;J..:::cs Lr.morc::: :: ·""' or:<\s ;·or :n( in 1hc lteJ o( :.1~ sinus problc::l. If · ... ·orks for me :n Lhe ltt~ of :he: 
:7.u~c :e proble:n. 
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Linda Anthony: 

Bill Ramsell: 

Bill Wahoo: 

Leo Meriwerher: 

Dr. Gwdeo: 

Leo ~toriworhor: 

Dr. G;mdee: 

Gie~ .\IJrz: 

Ron Hll"llir.e: 

NATURAL INNOVATIONS, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHffiiTA 

Tho pain is so e.\Cruciaring and the relief is so wonderful. I mo:ur. il's like no 
JSpirin. oo paUl medic.arion; no nothing c:m rake that gives you lllar iruranr relief. 

mem r m ralltiDg insrant. 

My wife could rell you. I came home and I fell wonderful. I laid ber, 'I jusl don'r 
believe it. That [iule thing rhore could work a miracle (inaudible}. And ii w35• 

If I b3d the Srimularor available 10 me my enrire =eer, I would've had a bener 
clteer. The shon tenn and long rerrn pain relief that llle Stimula~or provides would 
have helped me -- would bave helped me work harder-- would've helped me play 

bener. 

Docror. how does the Srimulator acrually creare such amarius resulu? 

Very simple. You put the Stimul.ilor up to wherever you hun, wherever it is. You 
preu in the plunger and a lillie spark comes out. Ftc! tha1? 

Oh. yes. 

You c;m do it wherever you havo pain. The knuckle, your elbow, your shoulder, 
your knees, your feel, your anklts, your wrisr, the calves. It does ocr manor. And 
whar it does i• allows rhe body 10 help iuelf. The Crc.llor put us here with a body 
that was suppo1<d 10 be healthy. I believe that and most people believe c.lrar. And 
this Srimul3ror helps the body help itself. 

I jusr had sacroiliac pain for re= and yeltS . And, like I said, I worked for fifteen ro 
20 yeli"S a1 Goodyelt and I h3d problems with my legs when I worked there and 1 
hlve never been so rel ioved since I gor this Stimulalor. 

AI firsr. I was a liule skeptical. Wbo wun't? Who wouldn't be? Some:hing clicks 
and throws a spark, you know. bur the dam- it rakcs can: of pain. Say wbal you 

w;mt ro. It alleviarcs po.in. 

My rruck driving md my football injuries and whiplash and all tho things over yell'S 
l.hJt rvo ac::umuiJtod. lt"s just achos and poUr.. Carpal runnel io the wriSI, wbicb I 
dian ·r think ;mythiog but surgery could ral!o Clte of lllar. But this work> re31 well. I 
rr.o!lll it loose~.:. -- it 's like ilurancly - it loosens up the wrist. Wbeo you do as much 
liittng li.lce 1 do - liko a weight lifter - and your wrisu gel swelled. your hands gel 
swelled. T.he swelling io my h;mds is act<Wiy going down. I Clll 'l uplain tllat but 
!.he swe!ling in my hands bas oc:u31ly gone down. My waccb ac:ually slides now 
whereas it's ;llw3ys be<:t tighr. In the moroings I'd use it on ruy knees. like from 
CJtrylng the concrete. curying rhe bricks ;md sr;mding on • coocrtte floor 311 doy. 11 
J<!SI • • it j ust sce:ns liko il relie,·es ir. And tlle lower back. it's uru<31 bow it worked 
~own :here Because. like. rr.~· low back on the one side bas llways bothered me . 
-\r.d [ ;::>p i1 JOC it"s liko it re!ie¥CS it , you know? II'S like lakiog back IC:t ye:us on 
my bed:--' . rn:s is somethin~ th:u works on me. You k.now. you srvt ge:ttlng older 
Jr.l.:. :·'OLI do :.he .... ·arS: I'm domg J.r.d you ge ~ so sore. And prc~ry soon you're just kind 
o:" :~u1.~:n2. "Gild. how long am I going to be •ble Ia do this?" But lllis is mv fururo. 
To:~ :s :n~~ JOb. T.1u is my monoy. you bow. So. for some silly linle rhrng. like this 
:v ·.t. cr~ :t.u ~-~JI. I'm h.lllg:n~ vr: :o it. A.nd if i1 l:uts :·or li ic I'm in ~ood sh:apc . 
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L<e ).le:iwethe~: 

Eve! K.oieve! : 

Bill Ramsell : 

Or. G.111dee: 

Voic~:-ovt:-· 

R::•~ :-.11nvc: 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXIDBITA 

ll's obviou.s the S1imula1o r worl<.s for lhe people we've >«:n so far in lhis program. 
Bu1 1 wan! you to stay runed because we have a couple of special guc u that I'm >Ure 
you're going to recognize who really lulow the meaning of the word pain. 

[Buak to ordtring spot.) 

You know, you' re not talking to someone who fell off of • bar stool. I fell off of • 
motorcycle on pavement going 100 mile per hour. 

I had e . .cruciating pain in my knees. And it wa. fantastic. I couldn't believe what it 
did for me. You know. it just fell wonderful. A5 a maner of fae1. I golfed 18 holes 
yesterday and w:llked quite a bi t and it never botliered me at afl. 

Suptr: 'Sold ruuionolly S/50.00' wirh a ud ·x- through it. 

The Stimulato r ~ru~y sound to good to be true, but it is true. The Stimulator workl. 
II helps your body belp itself narurally. Wb:u you've seen here are euctly the n:sulu 
that people bave gonen. As a nutter of f<~t:l, if anything, we've underst31ed tbe relief 
people get. People ask. ·or. Gandee, if the Stimulator workl so well. why doesn'l it 
cost more?' The re;uon is I W311t 10 help as many people .u possible get pain relief. 
This JSn't about money. This about helping you feel be11er. ll's !bat •imple . That's 
how my office workl. I'd rather help a lo1 of people rather than just a few . The 
Slimulator is self-powered. uses no b:uttric, is Ameriean·made, m d comes with a 
one·ye:ll' guar311tee. And I give you my personal guarantee that if you ' re not 
completely sarisfocd wilh your Stimulator, you C3ll rerum ir within JO days for a full 
refund. You're going to love it. 

O rder now and receive an insrructional video, insrructioo boolclet, carrying pouch, and 
a copy of Or. G.ndee's newslefter. 'SecretS oi Heal th. · Credit card orders jwt four 
elSy payments of Sl9 .9S. C.tll 1·800·982·2600. Or send cbeck or money order for 
S79.SO. plw S8.SO shipping and handling. to the Stimulator, Box 36700, Canton, 
Ohio -14735 . 

Dtpicrion: Still shot of rht Stimulator, n<!Wslmu. carrying pouch, and 
t~idtota_o~. 

Supu: Visual of orduing tt!tpilont numiur and a.ddrtss. 

1 star-ed ouc with :a stom.1cb acbe 311d I had a stomach ;u:be for. ob, a couple, maybe 
rhre• moolhs. It wa.s diagnosed through my internist that ir wa. diverticulosis. And 
so I hod hel11burn 311d J:lS like you wouldn' t be!ieve - 24 bouts, all !he rime. 1 
'~"!dn' t be!ie ,·e , >tier having pain thar loog. and I had 1ried eve:ytbing that I knew 10 
rrv ove, the counce,. ""d it did the rnck. I mem. I got rculrs immediace!v. It' s sr ill 
~;.i'<!!evable wh>t ic did for me. Tod>y I h>ve no stomJch Jche. . 

{End oj ordtring spor I 

'.\'c:"orne bock. If you 1usc JOined us. we' ve be!:l t.Uk:ng Jbout thrs amaz~ne 1111:< 
~~·•:c: It's cl.!led the SumuiJtor. ... nc I'm he'e witb Or. Sle'le~ Gande. ;he's ~c:n 
.. ::.:::.::- :::~ Su:-r:u:JIOr to lrcJI !':is v .... ·n ~aoc::-::.s . Sow Doc:or. has .:uwonc: used the: 
St::::;.JIOr .r.d ;-tOt c: .t;:-c:;.c:!!c~:J re!1c::' irom :he:::- pam~ · 
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Dr. Gandee: 

· James L:uimor<: 

Lee ,\-leriwerher: 

Dr. G.nc!ee: 

lt~ Me;iwethc:: 

Or. Gllldee: 

Gle~ :..hrz; 

NATURAL INNOVATIONS, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHIDITA 

;-lathing works 100% of the rime on 100% of lhe people, unionunately. But I'll te ll 
you what. I've been using the Stimulator on m.ny people for diffcrenl problems, like 
he:~d~ches. All they have to do, wherever the pain is, stimulate the be~d. right 
uound the arel of pain. Sinuses. The Stimulator works very well with sinuses. 
Allergies, the runny eyes, the ruany nose. It rellly seems like it gives a lor of relief 
for th>l. Sore, stress areas, from the neck down into tbc shoulders, lcnees. elbows. 
All joint pains. It's amazing. 

I've been a tel!ll.Stcr for almost 30 ye:ll's. And I' ve been driving antiquated equipment 
lor an awful long time. No power sroeriog, no power brakes. Corucqucntly. 1 get 
c~.mps in the h3luls, cramps in the arms, shoulders, across the top of the neck, back, 
lower back. And from crawlinc in and o ur , I get it i.o the lcnees . It's just, hjwt goes 
Ollong with the job. Now I don't have to tolerate i1 anymore. If I have a cramp in my 
hand or something like that, I can relieve the cramp within 30 seconds. I we it in the 
evenings whe~ I'm home after work. I use it on the balls of my feet, around my 
anlcles, knees. Alld when I go to bed, I bit the lower back and I sleep like a baby. It 
serves as a pain relief without [inaudible]. And to me that's a plus. If you're the 
type of person I am. if it works for you, you'll tl.!k about it. I don't see how it 
works. I don't understand how it works. I don ' t care bow it works -as long as it 
works. And if I could have had one of these 20 .)'e:ll'S ago, I'd have been in a lot len 
pain for a long time. 

I hadn't reOI!Iy no ide3 that eltctricity could be use ful in pain prevention. 

Well . it's true. Even the anc!cnt Greeks. Picrurc this in your mind. Tne ancient 
Greeks reOI!iu:d th~t the body :s an elcctricll system. You lcnow what they did? 

~0. 

Tncy put a pe:-son in a rub o f wate~ and they put eels in the rub of warer with them, 
so they could send electriC.l! current and belp the body. That's wbat they did. 

I had gone through len'"' surgery and wcot through the therapy - the physicOII therapy 
.. and they u.s< clot- I don ' t know what words I want to usc. Wbat is it, is it 
eie:Jrolysis? Or whatevor. But they hoolted the wires up to me and I gol the same 
!o10cking e!fc::. So I re~ly c~uldn " t scoff Jt the idea bccJusc if they we it, why 
.:ouldn ' t I usc it? 

H< stJ.rtcd tell in~ me ~bout tbos. you lcnow, and I am like baviog one of the worst 
h<>d~c~cs be::ausc I b>ve .n osteoma rigbt up bc~c. That's a noo-ma.l iJUant tumor 
thJI 's just going to be there forever unless I have it surgiC.l!ly removed. And 1 get 
pressure hcad.1e!oes from it. You jusr feel like your whole bead is just going to 
,.,plodc. They get so bad that I c.1ll tal:< Da.rvoccls and it doesn't relieve it. You 
~,ow, I <:m be oJJ:ing tbc'll for days 3lld it doesn't relieve it. He puts the Stimuloror 
:-:c:e l!:d n~:~e . ir' s gone wnbin -seconds. Tne pain is so e.t.crud aring 311d !.be rel ic ! is 
s~ "''Or.dc:-:'u l. I rr.c:10. ot's lik• no 3.S!'irin. no pain medicauon. no nolhong cm tllce 
:!':.ll ~ !:Vc •;cu ~~J( lnS(JJll re!! e ~. r me.lll l':n : aJk.iog isutJ.n(. Within GlJOUtes, (' m 
~Jck ;o- A.'O r~:m! .llld dom g v.·!"tJtc:•; e: I was do1ng be fo re . A.nd I don' t e•;e:'l r~llize i1 

.-'.:1 J! .Jr.c: I :-: J·,.c !o S.l~. -at! :ny God. thJt ;>.lin IS gone . .. 

~ :.:~:-.::-.':! ;a 111 :!':e!c pee pie J.r.t.! :he:r inc:editu~ . inc:e::!iOJc sronc:.s . it sc::ns to be :hJ( 
::--: ·" •:"\.~ .; -~~ ::J..::i ;-::sse~ :o 1'!: :~: Surr.ci.:ll.:r JW3Y :·ram the:~. 
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Dr. G<llldee; 

~ ~leriwetber; 

Dr. Gandee; 

l<e :'>leriwe:her; 

l:: ~leriweche~ ; 

Evel Knievel ; 

Or. Glllce:; 

Complaint 

EXHIDITA 

Whe:1 I rlrst mned working with rhe Stimulator, what I acru:llly did is l rr.ed to buy 
the Stimulator back from a patient. 

Re:Uiy? 

And rhev said, "Well. where I can get another one?" And I s:Ud, "Well, you can't. I 
have ro · have it back.· And they said, "Well, you're nor geuing it baclc. • Once you 
have this. and vou can \Ue ir on yourself. you can rake control of your own hel.lrh ro 
~orne degree. You can'r get ir back. 

Well , !.here's ar lusr one man I know that will never give up his Srimularor and he' s 
someone thar neeljs no inrroducrion. A death-defying daredevil who's pur millions of 
us on r.he edge of ci<lr seats ~ Evel Knievel. 

Dtpiction: Ev~l Kniel·tl jumping a motorcyclt off a r1J171p . 

Evel . ir scues me jlllt watching you on tape in all your jumps. Now what !us 
happened ro your poor body? 

Dtpic:ion: Evtl Krrit~·tl crashing, flying off a motorcyclt. 

I've had founeen m.1jor open reducrion operations. That ' s where they open you up 
and pur a plate in a bone and attach ir ro another bone so that you can he:ll. It's an 
iMe:- elSE. 

How many bones have you broken? 

I've broken about 34 or J5. Everybody kids me abour bow I've broken every bone in 
my body. bur I used ro rell rhem that I've broken every one except my lillie finger. 
Bur :he rruth is I've only broken about 34 or 35. When you talk about an injury on 
the football fie!d or when you r.l.lk about a person beinJ hun playing tennis, or 
basebJ.II. or J rodeo rid« (ailing o(f a horse into deep sol'! din or cow manure or 
wh;ue'!e~ it is-- l'llre!l you ···nar pain re:llly is. You get on the hood of a car and 
whe:l your drive, Je:s to 80 miles per hour, have him blow tbe horn. you bail o ff our 
h"e on rhe freeway. you' re going ro lind our what pain is. 

Dtpicrion: E•·t l Krritvtl crashing. 

Tnar ·s · ... nJt you did . 

Oh . on. oh. 

"'"' 1 JJ•·e '<•~ :he" Whco l w:>..ic< up in ch< :nomrng, m~ wrist :ends :o hun me 
•·e;-.- ~:~lv . Wh<~ I Jur iron :.nd l c!rck 11. 31ld use ir. sav, h:llf J do~~ or J doze:1 
t:~~s ::1 difie~::u ;J~S vf m~ wnst. my wnst begins lO fe.cf good. ( ;aJso use it on 
,,. :...~<:s . lc ~oes ~<!o me fe: ! a lor beaer 31\d I use ir on mv Jni<ks. I've ~roke~ 
'd:.i ~ ;· :":'1Y ll\ic.!cs. lt;s sue~ .l stmple thing ro lJ.se. You don··, have ::o rub 11 on ~ol!. 
::· :.~:.: .-:Jn:: scme:..,:ng Jothe;-;ng you l.nd you' :e out pllymg golf or no :r..llfer wh:u 
: .. :a.::: .;;:,mg. u" ·:·ol.l 10t u :n ~·our pockc:. ~·ou .:::.n ;>ull h out Jlld snap yourse!f wit!l 
a '!':r·!-: ..:r feu~ ~::r:e s . fn fJc:. ( tik: :o usc ;t "" :.he _!'..: ~S 'Nh( :l ( ~it l gcod shot .JO 

;;-:~ ;·~-=- .:our~~ - ! .:u!l :1 "~.;t .:..-:d 40 
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Leo ~teri"·ethe:; 

Kevin Culver: 

NATURAL INNOVATIONS, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

Depiction: Evel Xnievd using the Stinu.lator several times. 

llld they say, 'What's he got? What is that?' They know that if I use it after all ['ve 
bee~ through md all the things that I' ve tried to kill p.Un '·· lhat if I use it and they 
don't sec me taking any k.iod of a drug for pain ·• everybody that knows me knows 
rhat I do nor take drugs .. and they just absolutely lcllow that if I've got a product and 
l'm using ir ro bclp me, then it must be working for me and you can keep things that 
do not belong in your system out of your system. If you use this product, it will 
work for you. I( you have nothing to lose by trying something and everything to gain 
i ( you're successful. then by all mellls, try it. I hope that peopl.e will try it and I 
hope that I will meet P.eople yem from now who say I saw you on TV and thank you 
for telling me about the Stimulator. 

We!l, we thank you. Now coming up ne~t. we'll visit with basketball great Bill 
Wa.Jton and more people just like you saying no to pain. 

{Brtak to ordering spot.) 

Well. being a police officer, l'm e~rr<mely skepticll. You can'! just walk up rome 
llld say, 'Hey, this is going 10 work' withour me having a lhrle knowledge of it. Jr's 
goua work. You've gona show me it's going to work. And fonunately it did. It 
saved me a trip to the podiatrist, I know that. I 'm up at the club tl)ere and I'm 
bragging about this thing and that's how I ended up here. I said, ' Th:u thing 
worked.· You know, I haven't had any pain since. 

Depiction: S1il/ shot of the Srinu.lator, nrws/t1ur, canying pouch. and 
Yideorape. 

Write down this imponant number to rake adv:tntage of this revolutionary pain relief 
se=:-e~. 

Su,ou: ' f-8()().982-2600' 

Orde: lhe Stimulator now and receive free Or. Gandee's instruction booklet and 
e.~e:ting video 'Polin Free Today.· They give every technique you ne:d to stan 
uyr~g rio to pain immediately with the Stimulator. Also receive absolutely free a 
?lush canying pouc~ llld plus your free issue of Dr. Gandee's e.<ci<ing newsler10r, 
• S<o:e!s of Hellth. • packed wilh dynamic ide:u and 1echniques to hdp you get beJ.!thy 
and saay thac w>y, The Stimulator is sold nationally for over Sl50.00. But everyone 
with pain should be •ole to afford relief. So for 3 limi ted time. we're offe:ing lhe 
Sumulator to you for just four e:LSy payments of 519.95. Take advllltage of lhis 
s;:cc:J.! offer J.Od cJ.!I cow. 

-:-~ order the Sumulaaor for just four c:LSy payments of Sl9.95, have your credit clfd 
reJc·.- llld c:>JI 1·800·98~·c600 . ThJt's 1·800-98:·2600, Or send check or monev 
ore., :'or S79.SO plus SS.50 sn:pping llld handling 10 The S<imulator , Bo• 36700: 
C:J":ton. Ohio JJ73~ Tnis c ,\::~ustve TV offc:- comes With J JO-d.w monev bJck 
T">::.n:ee. So c.lll I·SC0·98:-:6C<J. C.lll now. · · 
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Bill Walton: 

L<:: 1-leriwether: 

Dr. Gmde:: 

l:: .\ feriwe!her: 

Dr. Gande:: 

D: G:u:de:: 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXHIDITA 

Hello again. DurUig his basketball Qreer, Biil Walton was a dominating center. 
He's one of !he few players to ever win national championships both in college and 
che pros, and he's also a member of the pro basketball Hall of Fame. But in the 
world o f sporu. pain is.corrimon. Alld sometimes greltness comes •t a grelt expense. 

I was the type of player rha~ by midway through my career, I ~iz.ed thaLI was 
going to leave my g~e aod my health oo the basketball coun. I bad approxirna<ely 
30 oper3tions on my feet. I was in physical ther.apy on a constaot basis. I worked 
wirh people wbo pr.acciced all soru of medicine. Onhopedist.s at the cop. Massage 
therapist, chiropr:u:tors, ocupuncrure, acupressul'l', l'l'flexology, tl'l'mendous arnowi!S 
of yoga. You name it , I did it. If you have a life wbel'l' you sit around aod arc in 
pain, you' re going to be thinl<ing all day long about the things that cause those piliru. 
One of the things that I try to do with my life is help people who are also in that 
chronic pilin. That's why I recommend the Stimulator. So that they can move on and 
hove a productive and happy life. And that smile will rerum to their face, the way it 
has ro mine. 

Well; there's ccnainly no question about that. He's delinicely a believer. And the 
Stimulator is making believer> out of more people every day. 

Bec•use it 's s•fe, effective, and it works. 

I have to tell you <omething about the Stimulator th.r I l'l'alty thialc il fantastic. Now 
I know th3C I have something that will belp alleviate pain with the people th.r I love. 

I know the fe:ling of helpleuncss b=use I have cwo children aod many times 
they 've awakened me in the middle of the nig!u, crying with pain or hunin& or 
sickness. Now I'm not saying that we should scay away from medical care, of 
course. Bur whac l am saying is tbac this fe<!ing of helplessness will no· longer be 
the re becJUse you .c lel.Sc have an opponuniry to cry something yourself co help the 
f:unily or moods or neighbors. 

Dr. G.llldee. I know we only have a fe·N moments left , bur is there aoythiog that 
you· d I ilce co say co our viewers? 

:-Jo maner wbac we' ve done coday, some people are sciil going to be sk9cic.al. That 's 
jusr the way huiiLlll nJCure is. I can sit be:e llld l Clll say, well, you should've 
watched Eve! before he even =e ouc bere doing himself on his knuclclcs and his 
wrist. Remember? Or his kne<S. And we calked to Bill Wal1on, And Bill Walton 
was in pJ.in. And beousc of [inaudible) surgery (inaudible) bad done co bis anlc.lcs, 
he couldn ' t even wJ.lk wilhour limping. People con't see that though. All they con 
! <: '' us up here cJ.lking . No m•ner how ske~c icJJ a person is, no mouer whoc they 
:hull< or wh31 tllcy fe el. the only w•y \hcy' rc truly going co find ouc if \hey con get 
o<!;> :u:d 11 rlle:' con help the:r (:unily or lncods or loved ooes co ke:? from suffe:ing. 
"o :nauer how much pJJn they're m. tllc only :hing \hey Clll de is try ic. 

\\ ~Jt \olo' t: ' \' t sc::::1 h~:-e ~Odly IS re:lll~ :!CL~ing shan oi /'r..lr:lCulous for those who have 
:!$~~ : ~LS lffiJ.l! Og \utlt rov.·c: .":OU! C. ?: opie '»ho h:lve !ite: rlJJy pushed p :llO JWJy JllC:! 

s:.l.f':cd e:lJ0:-'10g lir( one~ J g_ J:n. ,\iow li you :ou ld c.ope:icncc re!uhs. powe:Tut 
::s~:a. i e~~ you',-e .i~!:l ~e:~ :.;d.1y . u.oulC~ ·: :t !Je '""·on.1 l.Jmos1 .1n~·th1ng~ Do 
::•":':7.c:~'"¥ nou. :o s:;y ;-.c :o ;:-.· .. n. fo; ·.ccrs~: ;· lt :·or .iC~eonc :'ou Jo,·e . 
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Bill W:>lton: 

Joe A.~thony : 

Glen ~btz: 

Rurh :>rinard: 

NATURAL INNOVATIONS, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

There is oo way that I could talk about the positive benefits of lhis Stimulator if it 
didn't work for me. I'm into things that work. I'm Into winning. 

It 's a minimum inves1m~nt wilh maximum results. 

Try it and you' ll fi nd out. It 's that simple. It does work. And if you don't believe 
me, do it yourself. G ive it a try . 

Every home needs one. 

l.:nidcntified Woman #7: Even that time of month when you get back cr:unps . 

linidentificd Man .1'1 : llhinlc everybody should have one. 

Eve! K.1ievel : By al l me:uu. try it. 

Unidentified Man 1!: It's always lhere. It 's handy. You don't have 10 go make a c.ill or set an 
appointment. 11 just helps relieve the pain instantly. 

Linda Anthony : No one could take it away from me. 

J:unes Larimore: If I could have had one of these 20 years ago, I would 've been in a lot less pain for a 
long time. 

L"nidc::'ltiricd ,\bn !"3 : It does work. There's no doubc in mind whatsoever. 

L' nidcotitied Woman !ti : lt always .. every time I use it helps me. Eve ry single time I've used it. 

L:nide01iiied WomllJ #8: I've lived my whole life in pain and it's not worth it . If you h• ve somelhing lhat will 
he!p you. then I'd say go for it. 

Boll WJ.Jton: 

Dr. G.1.r.de:: 

.. ::.:: .. . ~ : 

Thonlc God, thaalc God for lhe Stimulator, 

The Stimulator mav sound 100 good ro be true. But it is true. The Stimulator works. 
It helps your body.he!p iuelf narurally. What you've se<n here are euctly the results 
thJt people have gouen. As a mouer of fact, if anything, we've understated lbe relie f 
people get. People ask. "Or. Gandee, if the Stimulator works so we!l, wby doesn't it 
cost more?" The reason is I wlllt to belp as rnaoy people as possible get pain relief. 
Tlus isn't about money. This is. about helping you feel beller. It's tbat simple. 
That ' s how my office works. I'd rather help a lot of people than just a few . The 
Sumulator is self-powered. u ses no baue_ries: is Ameri=-aude, and comes witb a 
one-ye:lf gu:lfonte:. And I gi\·e you my _pe!".Son:>l guarontee that if you'rt not 
complete!~ sausfi ed with your Stimul:.uor. you em re!um it within jQ d:2 ys for J full 
re:Ur.C You're going to love 1l. 

DtptC:ton: 51111 shot of th~ Sllmularor, nEVo.·s!tf.'i!", carry·inr ;;auc.':. an.tf 

witotcp~. 

Supt r: Visual of ord~rtng te!t!phon~ numh~r aruJ atia'rfJJ. 

•::::c :10"" .J.t:d re::- : : \'C' JJl :ns::-Jc!lon:li ·1ideo. :nscr.JC! ICn book. c~:mg pouc~. Jfld J 

.:;,.~::·. ~f Dr G.ll1Jc::'J :1c·.~ s:~ : :c::. · sc::-: :s Jr :-i~=..t!..'l . - C:e.di£ c.lfd ..JrCt:s JUit four 
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Ru<b ,'vlinard: 

Voice:-ove:: 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

e;uy payme:us of Sl9.95. C.lll 1-800-982-2600. Or seod chec~ or money orc!er for 
579 .80. plus S8.50 shipping ;md b;u,dling, to the Stimulator, Bo• 36i00, Canton. 
Ohio 4-!7j5. 

I got up <his moruing and I w;un't fe:ling very well. My feet we'e buning me so 
bad. And I C:ltlle to sit down to eat my brnkfast and N;u, got the zapper md she 
come and upped me good. Before I could eJt my breakfast, my fe:t were beaer. It 
doesn't take me too long ro ear eirher. 

If anyone is skepric31 of my Jc:ivator •· I (inaudible] ro soy Stimulator, bur it 's my 
.1ctiv::uor .. you c~ call me . 

The preceding pro!r:ltll w;u a paid prese:uation from Natural Innovations. 

Suptr: ·nr, prtading program war a paid prtunrarion from Narura/ 
/nno~·ation.r. Inc. '" 
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EXHIBITB 

STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS 

·Fast 

·Safe 

·Effective 

·Drug Free 

• Convenient 

• All Natural 

f; 1993 NATURAL INNOVATIONS, INC. 

EXHIBIT B 
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Complaint 

EXIDBITB 

WELCOME 

Congratulations on making a decision that will help you and 
your family _ or friends lead a more active, productive a'nd 
pain-free fife! And welcome to joining thousands of people 
just like you who have made a decision to take action and 
do something about the pain they are feeling .. 

Pain can be devastating. It can linger, get worse C!nd control 
your life~ Paiil forces you to cut back activities, guard every 
move and constantly think about what you can do to get 
relief. 

To help you break this vicious cycle of pain, we developed 
the STIMULATOR as a natural, safe and effective way to 
help you get relief from your oain, whether occasional, acute 
or ::hronic. 

We believe the STIMULATOR is something people 
throughout t!le world need. We believe every household 
should have at least one. We believe the STIMULATOR will 
come to play a prominent role in helping you, as well as your 
family and friends maintain a more pain-free lifestyle and 
enjoy a higher quality of life. · 

The results -brought about by the STIMULATOR are in · 
harmony with nature, and with no side effects as with many 
medications, so you can use it often. Most people carry their 
STIMULATOR with them so they car: use it immediately at 
the onset of any discomfort. We believe the STIMULATOR 
will become indispensible to you. As the beneficial results of 
the STIMULATOR become apparent to· you, it will be worth 
many times the small investment you've made. 

123 F.T.C. 
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EXHIBITB 

In most cases, The STIMULATOR provides almost instant· 
relief train pain. In cases of chronic pain, it may require 
several treatments per day over a period of time to achieve 
results. It has been our experien~e that as your pain 
decreases, the frequency with which you ·use the 
STIMULATOR will decrease also, until it's only necessary to 
use it on an occasional basis. 

Please remember that the STIMULATOR does not cure 
anything, it can only assist and work in harmony with nature. 
Nature herself is the real healer. The STIMULATOR meltlod 
ot controlling or eliminating pain is safe, simple and easy to 
use. 

You cannot buy back health on0:1 it is gone, but you can, if 
you know how, help yourself while it is slipping. Your 
STIMULATOR will become one of your most treasured 
possessions. 

We st Natural Innovations, Inc. urge you to write snd 
share your experiences with the STIMULATOR. We 
believe that special interest groups may attempt to stop us 
from making the STIMULATOR available to people like 
yourself. We believe that each of you has the right to buy a 
product that may help alleviate your pain particularly one 
that works in harmony with nature and your body. Your 
lener Is of vital Importance. So please take the time to 
let us hesr from you, snd tell us how the STIMULATOR 
has helped you. 

Address all correspondence to: 

NATURAL INNOvATIONS, INC. 
CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER 
2717 S. Arlington Rd., Suite E 
Akron. Ohio 44312 

-2-
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EXHffiiTB 

Wtao Can Use The STIMULATOR? 
We at Natural I-nnovations have had numerous very 
benef1cial personal experiences using the STIMULATOR o~ 
children as young as six years as well as seniors into their 
nineties. In ·tact, every nursing home should have several 
STIMULATORS. We all hurt at one time or another, and the 
STI~ULATOR can provide relief for almost everyone. 

We want you to be a~ active arid healthy as you can be. But, 
we also want you to be smart about your health. The 
STIMULATOR is not intended as a substitute for medical 
care or as a replacement for medical. treatment. We do not 
recommend that you discontinue any care or procedures 
prescribed by your Chiropractor or M.D. 

·Painfui conditions which the STIMULATOR 
may b~ helpful for: 
!f Paintui joints 

rl Stiff joints 

!6 Swollen joints. 

rl ML!scle spasms 

rl Sciatica 

rl Frontal headaches 

!6 Occipital headaches 

!f Migraine headaches 

!6 Cluster headaches 

!6 Siress hec:dac!les 

!6 Shoulder pain 

rl Back pain 

rl Menstrual cramps 

eJ Carpal tunnel syndrome 

!f Numbness and tingling 

rl Allergies 

eJ Neck pain 

6 Muscle strain 

rl Foot cramps 

rl Abdominal pain 

123 F.T.C. 
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EXHIBITB 

When··.ro. Use The STIMULATOR 
·"An ounce of preven·tlon is worth a pound of cure." 

Well, the same rul~ applies to tt.le care of your body.! Always 
keep your STIMULATOR handy for immediate us~ at the 
first signs of a developing condition. Whenever and 
wherever you l)av~ aches and pains, think of . using the 
STIMULATOR first to provide relief. At the onset, of aches 
and pains the STIMULATOR is very effective: the important 
thing to remember is that in order to get maximum benefits 
-from your STIMULATOR, you must always keep it in a 
convenient place; your pocket, purse, glove compartment, 
desk or next to your bed. Although the STIMULATOR may 
not work 1 00% of the time on 100% of your problems, we 
are confident that you!ll find it extrer.1ely effective for the vast 
majority of your aches and pains as well as enabling you to 
provide relief for family and friends. 

Your STIMULATOR can be your iirst line of ~,:i~· bl-~ 
defense against pain. Most people quickly find 1111 maruulVII 
that they can't get along with just one ma•tllll*' 
STIMULATOR in the family and soon orper . .:::;._,.,. 
more for family members · · .,_, 

When Not To Use The STIMULATOR 
While the STIMULATOR may be beneficial for temporary 
relief of minor aches and pains, Natural Innovations, Inc. 
makes no medical or health claims of any kind, nor is the 
STIMULATOR recommended as a substitute for medical 
care. If your problem persists, see your Chiropractor or M.D. 

The Stimulator is not recommended for: 
• Children under 6 years of age. 
• Persons 'with a pacemaker or any type of electrical 

medical implants. 
• Use over the abdominal area of a pregnant women. 
• In the vicinity of malignant tumor. 
• In the presence of pure oxygen or any flammable gas 

or liquid. 
Over any metal surgical implants. 
Directly on the eye. 
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EXIDBITB 

Tips for Getting the Most 
Out of Your STIMULATOR 

a. Do I have to use a lot of pressure when I am using my.·· 
STIMULATOR? 

A. You don't need to use any pressure, just make contact 
with the skin and press the plunger. 

a. Does the STIMULATOR have to be directly touching the 
skin or will it work through clothing? 

A. The STIMULATOR will work just ·as well through light 
. clothing, although it may not penetrate several layers of 
clothing. 

a. My STIMULATOR doesn't spark every single time I push 
the plunger - - is it broken? 

A. Occasionally after rapid, and repeated activations of your: 
STIMULATOR, you may have to wait a few seconds until 
the internal mechanism has time tn. recharge. If this 
doesn't work, try turning the plunse'r slightly in one 
direction or the other. Your STIMULATOR should then 
continue to tunc~ion properly. 

a. If the fingers of the hand in which I am holding my 
STIMULATOR should happen to come in contact with the 
skin, will it still work? 

A. Yes . but the- stimulation effect will be greatly reduced. 
maybe to the point of being ineffective. Always exercise 
care and deliberation when using the STIMULATOR. Do 
not allow the hand in which your are holding the 
STIMULATOR to touch the skin. This "short circuits" the 
STIMULATOR and directs the current to the wrong area. 
Always try to keep the STIMULATOR perpendicular to 
the body as in the photographs on the following pages. 

·S. 
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EXHIBITB 

Tips for Getting the Most 
Out of Your STIMULATOR 

a. I've been using my STIMULATOR for a while now, and 
I'm still getting good results, but it feels like the current is 
getting weaker ... Could it be? 

A. The energy your STIMULATOR generates cannot 
diminish in strength. Yqur perception of the strength of 
this energy is diminishing because you have gotten used 
to the feeling. 

a. Can my STIMULATOR be used on acupuncture and 
acupressure points on my body? 

A. Yes! Your STIMULATOR can be used to stimulate all the 
acupuncture and acupressure points throughout your 
body. In tact, many people refer to the STIMULATOR as 
acupuncture without needles. You ·can find very good 
books on acupuncture and acupressure at leading health_ 
food stores or the library. 

Q. Is there any difference between using the STIMULATOR 
on myself as compared_ with using it with a partner? 

A. Some people believe that the STIMULATOR is somewhat 
· more effective when used with a partner because you 

can stimulate a larger area and the stimulation seems 
stronger. However, you can expect to receive excellent 
results when using the STIMULATOR alone. In fact, 
many people feel that the STIMULATOR works better 
when used alone because they are better able to pinpoint 
the area of pain. Of course, results vary from one person 
to another. So you must try different techniques to see 
what works best for you. -

a. Since there are no batteries in my STIMULATOR, how 
does it work? 

A. There is a self-contained mechanism inside your 
STIMULATOR which has been designed using crystals to 
generate its own ener~~'-
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How to Hold the STIMULATOR 
Grasp the STIMULATOR in one hand with your thumb on 
the plunger and your first and second finger on the metal 
grips as shown. Always remember that when using the_' 
STIMULATOR, don't allow any portion of the hand in which 
the STIMULATOR is being held to touch the skin of the 
person being treated. If the fingers, knuckles or wrist is 
touching the person, it will Mshort circuit" the STIMULATOR 
and direct the stimulation to the wrong area. 

How to hold the STIMULATOR 

Using the STIMULATOR on Yourself 
The procedure for using STIMULATOR on yourself is very 
simple. Touch the tip of the STIMULATOR to the general 
area in which you feel pain. Activate the plunger 8 to 12 
times as you move the STIMULATOR all around the area 
which is hurting. Remember, you don't need to use a lot of 
pressure. Just make contact with your skin. If you don't get 
the degree of relief needed, repeat the process. The 
STIMULATOR is all natural and you needn 't worry about 
using it too often. 

-7 -
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EXHIBITB 

Using the STIMULATOR with a Partner 
Some people believe ·the STIMULATOR is slightly more 
effective when using it with a partner. This is because when 
using the STIMULATOR on a·nother person, you are able to 
take a finger on the hand which is not holding the 
STIMULATOR and place it on the person being treated to 
form a complete circuit. This will allow the current to travel 
from the point where the STIMULATOR is touching them to 
wherever your other tfnger is placed, thereby stimulating a 
much larger area. Each person reacts differently so use the 
STIMULATOR both ways and decide which is more effective 
for you. 

The following series of photographs demonstrate 
how the STIMULATOR should be used with a 
partner for various painful conditions. 

Abdominal Pain: 
Place the STIMULATOR on 
the abdominal area and your 
finger directly opposite the 
STIMULATOR on the back. 
Move the STIMULATOR 
around the vicinity of the pain 
as you activate it 8 to 12 
times. 

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome: 
Stimulate the hand as shown 
in the photograph. Move the •. · 
STIMULATOR and your 
finger slightly as you continue 
to activate the STIMULATOR 
to affect a larger area. 

, 
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Using the STIMULATOR with a Partner · (comu.eo~1 
For Back Pain: 
You can place the STIMULATOR on one side of the painful 
area and a finger on the opposite side, then activate the·· 
STIMULATOR 8 to 12 times, while moving both the 
STJMULATOR and the opposite finger in a circular motion 
around the painful area as in picture A You can also help 
relax the entire spinal area by placing the STIMULATOR at 
the base of the neck and placing the finger of the opposite 
hand near the small of the back as in picture 8, then activate 
the STIMULATOR 8 to 12 times. Repeat this process on 
both sides of the spine to stimulate and relax the spinal 
muscles. 

Sciatica Problems: 
Place the STIMULATOR at the 
base of the spine as shown and a 
finger on the back of the achilles 
tendon, as shown, on the leg in 
which the problem occurs . Activate 
the STIMULATOR 8 to 12 times. 

8 
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Using the STIMULATOR with a Partner,~, · 

Headaches and General Pain Relief: 
The webbing between the thumb and forefinger is one of the .: 
key area to stimulate for all headaches as well as generar 
pain relief. This area may be stimulated as in either 
photograph. Experiment and determine which technique 
brings the best results for you personally. When using 
method MA", you must naturally do it on each tiand 
individually. When using method "8", activate the 
STIMULATOR 8 to 12 times as shown and then switch the 
STIMULATOR to the opposite hand for an additional 8 to 12 
times to provide complete stimulation of this area. 

A 8 

Many people get excellent results using these techniques 
immediately after stimulating the general area of pain. 

·10.. 
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Using the STIMULATOR with a Partner (COI!tlnued) 

Painful, Stiff or Swollen Joints: 
When treating any joint problem, place the STIMULAT08 on 
one side of the joirit and a finger on the other side as shown. 
Activate the STIMULATOR 8 to 12 times as you move 
around the joint, always 
keeping the STIMULATOR 
opposite the other finger 
contact point as shown 

Joint Pain: 
For a painful condition in a 
joint, sometimes treatment 
is more effective if you 
stimulate the entire area to 
the next joint. The treatment 
shown could be used for 
painful elbow or wrist. 

-11-
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The following pages contain a series of charts of 
acupuncture and acupressure points on the body which 
may be stimulated for ~ific problems in addition to 
stimulating the general area of pain. · 

Points of the Head and .Face 
• MIGRAINE 

(~~ 

-~~ 
- 12-
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Points of the Head ana Fac~ (continued) 

• HEADACHE 

• STUFFY NOSE 

• ALLERGIES 

• SINUS 

• SINUS 
HEADACHES 

• HAY FEVER 

-13-
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• STRESS,.TENSION & ANXIE_TY 

It you have a problem which we have not addressed or wish 
more detailed information, a visit to your local health food 
store or library will yield a variety of reference books on 
acupuncture and acupic:ssure. 

-14-
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I r- CUP & MAIL 

I GIVE TO A FRIEND 
I Please send me STIMULATORS. 
1 I enclose $79.80 0 Check 0 Money Order 

I Plus $8.50 shipping and handling for each STIMULATOR 

I 
I 
I 

OR ••. Bill My Credit Card 

OVISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 0 Discover 
Card# __________________ _ Expires: ___ _ 

Signature _______________________ _ 

I 0 Bill my credit card in 4 equal installments of $19.95 each, tor 

I each STIMULATOR ordered. (Shipping and Handling will be 
I billed in the first installment) 

0 Bill by credit card in just one installment of 579.80 plus sa.s·a 
I Shipping and Handling. 

_J 
;;: 0 CHECK HERE FOR RUSH DELIVERY. For only S10.00 you 
:::E can receive your STIMULATOR wirnul 7 d;oys of receipt of 
..:s your order. Simply add S10.00 to your check amount for each 
a. STIMULATOR ordered, or we will bill your credit card. 
:J 
(.) 

I FOR FAST SERVICE ... 
I CREDIT CARD ORDERS MAY CALL 
I (MCH . • SAT. 9AW. 6PM EAsTERN STAHDAilD TIWE) 

I 1-800.728-0815 

I SHIP TO: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

ADDRESS _______________________________ _ 

CJ"TY/STATE.'ZIP ------------------------

Allcw 3-1 weeks tor normal delivery. Enc!cse !his order form in an 
envelope and MAll TO: 

NATURAL INNOVATIONS. INC. 
Box 36700 
c:PT. A 
Canton. 011io 4-4735 

·16-
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60 Day Money Back 
·Guarantee 

At any time within the first 60 days after receiving 
your STIMULATOR you may return It for a full no 
questions asked refund, (Jess shipping & handling 
of course). 
For Refund, complete this form In Its entirety and 
send It along with ALL MATERIALS RECEIVED 
WITH THE STIMULATOR to: 

NATURAL INNOVATIONS, INC. 
RETURNS DEPT. 

2717 South Arlington Ad., Suite E 
Akron, Ohio 44312 

Date-------
Purchasers Name -----------

Address ------------
City 

State ------ Zip _____ _ 

Method of Payment 
0 Credit Card 0 Ched< 0 Money Order 
0 Cash 0 Other 

# of STIMULATORS Purchased 
# of STIMULATORS Being returned for refund ___ _ 

Reason: -------------

Signed --------------

. . . . . . . . 
' . . 
' ' 
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WARRANTY 

Hat any time during the first 12 
months after receiVIng your 
STIMULATOR it fails to function for 
any reason, Natural Innovations will 
replace it free of char!:Je with only a 
small processing, shippinq and 
handling fee of $8.50. 

For replacement; send 
your STIMULATOR and a brief 

explanation to: 

NATURAL INNOVATIONS, INC. 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 

2717 South Arlington Rd., Suite E 
Akron, Ohio 44312 

FOR CUSTOMER S~RVICE CALl: 
1~728-0015 TOLL FREE 

!,!:;n. · Sal 2:00a.m. · 6:00p.m. Eastem Standard Time 

I' 
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C 1993 NATURAL INHOVAT10HS. INC. 
Sex 36700. Cantoo. ()tjo 4-4T.l5 

1-800-~15 
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Transcript of Stimulator Instructional Video 
"Pain Free Today" 

Super: "Pain Fru Today- Using tht Slimulator with Dr. Willi~m S. 
Gandu. D. C . • 

Hi. I'm Dr. Gandee, a chiropractor. Today, I'm going to show you how 10 usc che 
Stimul~lor. For you to be watching me' me~ lh:ill you purchased the Stimulator and 
I want to congrarulate you on making probably che purchase of your life because 1he 
Stimulator reJ.IIy helps many problems. Many people in pain with differenl symptoms 
have reJ.IIy discussed bow well the Slimulator worlcs with them. Today I'm going 10 
show you how 10 use Lbe Stimulator. 

Who needs the Stimul>tor? Bl.sically. anyone can use cbe Stimulalor because il's safe 
and effeclive. My grandmother is 96 years old and she uses the Stimulalor every day. 
She's go1 leg cramps and feet problems and she uses il jwt 10 help ber get lhrough lhe 
day. Also, I have an eight-ye:ll'-old son that I usc che Slimulator on myself at home 
for e<qain problems and a fi ve-year-old daugh1er that I've used the Stimulator on J.lso 
for cenain problems. So there is no age limit to che Stimuluor. Many limes a pers0n 
will come into my office and they'll say, "Dr. Gandee, I'm getting old, • trying to 
relate their age wich !heir healch and pain problems. · And my belief is that we' re 
!Wing older not old. Just because we're aging does not mean we have to hun. And 
today we're going to show you bow you can ge~ relief. 

Now, wbo should Slay away from using the Stimulalor or under what circuros1ances 
should you maybe not use lhe Stimulator? I don't think you should use cbe Stimulator 
over a pacem.alcer because it's an electric.3.1 appararus and the Stimula10r shoots oul an 
e!ec:ric3.1 spark. I think you should nay away from che abdomen of a pregnant 
woman. I think also if you're on oxygen you should unplug or rum llle oxygen off 
before using the Stimulator. Don't use lhe Scimulacor over a flammable liquid 
be"ause again of cbe spark cbat i1 trarutnits. So there ;ue cenain things that you 
should stay away from using the Scimulalor for, ye1 the Stimulator bas proven nry 
~ff~c:ive and safe for everyone. 

When should you use the Stimulator? Basic.3lly when you feel che coming of pain or 
tension or e~citabili[)' , any lime you jus1 don'l feel right, you can use the Stimulator. 
Oiccn times i1's good co get a problem beforo it ac:uaJiy gees going or scaned. Bu1 
tl:c:c is no best cime co use the Scimui>Cor. You C:lll use it whenever you want co. 
r.w ·s Whlt so grcJtJbout it. 

W~c:c can you usc the StimulJcor? Personally, I' ve used che Stimulator while in the 
:~.e;:;.tr!:' I've used it in a reSIJUr.JIH while dining: There is such a good marketJbility 
·A·:th :he Sumu1Jior thJt you Cll1 us.: It 'lflywh~:-e you W:mt to and no one is going :o 
'.ccK :11 :··ou J..nd lwonde!') why you·re using n vr wh:u it is becJuse the Stimul:aor is 
\~:"- -=~·fcc:ivc where ve; you are Jt the rime. 

Is ~t::: Shmu!.Jtor !OO'l ~:·fect l''! on .: ve~·thing .' No. V./h:u is~, Noth1ng thJt I'm 
.:,· ... .:..:~ oJf ts c :'fcc:tn: .lil tt':c: tt:7:t: . Yet I'm sure lh~l J.S you we lhe SumuiJtor ;md lS I 
~::0'1. you wd.;~ !'low ;o u.se ::::: Sn:!1U/Jtor :ncrc cf(C"c:avc!y, you 're going 10 iind lhJt 

EXHIBIT C 
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you're going to be able to get relief most of the time. And if you've bought the 
Stimulator for one specific need, and you don't get 100~ use of the StimUI>tor, I 
know that for something else down the road. you're going _to f"t.ad the Stimulator good 
(or tbat, or you're going to have a relative lilac can use !be Stimulator or a friend or a 
neiahbor. You're going to see thai pretty soon lhis is going co be your best friend . 
You're going to cany ic with you all the time md often dme! SKOple will .~ay or CJ.II 
you "Dcx;. • They'll ny, "Hey Doc, come here and u.se lba1 Stimulator thins. that 
little popper thing, on my shoulder. Come on over here, Doc, and use il on me. • 
And you're going to be very happy with lhis purchase. 

Wbat we're going to do right now is I'm zoing to show you how to effectively use the 
Stimulator on yourself and also on somcone elsc. 

LindJ .... nthony; The rclief it gives me.is worth more than any amount of money that somcbody c:111 
give me for thai. 

Unidentified Woman: It always- every time I we it, it helps me. Every slagle time I've used it. 

Dr. Gandce: I'd like tO share a story with you, a SKrsonal story. about the Scimulator and myself. 
Chiropractic is a very physical job. I use my bmds continually all day long. and I see 
patients from cighr in lhe moming until seven o'clock at aigbt. So you can see that 
I'm constantly ln marion and my hands receive a lot of physical abuse to lhc point 1 
actually lhought I was going to have co give up chiropr3Ctic because of severe pain I 
W:I.S having in the knuckle. A hundred percent of the rime my knuclcle·bun, all lhc 
time. And especially as the day prosrcssed I had more and more pain. I scaned 
using the Stimulator on myself, as you can do wilh yourself. AI first I really didn't 
see improvement. [( felt a linle bit beuer for a shon period of rime but then it would 
go back 10 what It was before. II cook abouc a week until one day just out of the blue 
f noticed I had no more pain. It was like a gradual proces.s. Now what I do is everJ' 
onco in a while, maybe every rwo weeks or cbree weeks. I aced to use the Stimulator 
on myself about eigllt or ceo repeticions jusl co keep tbe paia down. 

D~picrion: Dr. Gond~• wing rhc Srinwlaror on his foujing~r. 

This is what we're talking co you about. We're nee nying that the Stimularor is going 
to comple:e!y erodicate :JJI your aches 3/ld pains. Nothing does th41. Yet what the 
Strmulator C:JJI do, and has done for me. is to help you to be able to live with what 
aches and pains Urac you have. It gives you a tremendous m~ou.ac of relief. To lhe 
point for myself I oo longer worry about if I C:JJI c:oatinue oa in chiropractic because 
oi Uris p:Un . f now c:111 do anything I like to do. 

With yourself, when you use Ute Stimulator on yourself. I wane you co keep in mind 
that ocien times you ' II see inst311t:ll1eous relief. And Urat sometimes you necd to use 
the Stimulator CC?cticrously over a period oi time. For inst3/lce, le.t's say your 
snoulde' st~ed bothering you. Her<'s what you do. All you do is right around the 
>rea ui p:Un you apply the Stimulator. Will it go through this sweater :111d shin? 
Yes. 11 will . It will go right through it. You C:JJI feel it just as if it W:I.S on skin. Su 
~·au dcn ·r nave :o rake your clothcs oif or wor.y about chat. You just lpply the 
S;o~urator ;,ght whc:e the pain is .tr.d vou ;uSt ?ress the little knob 3/ld it shoots the 
sp>rk 01 e~e:gy nghr iaro the shouldcc ar<J. Anc you jusc go right uound that >r:J 
Jboul :: : ~hi. tt :l . 1\lo'e!ve times. 
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D~picrion: Dr. GGndu using rh~ Stimulator on his shouldtr. 

And then you jwc le:sve ic ~one . Go abouc your business. You see how you fe:l. 
Five or cen minuces Iacer. you wanc co do ic again, go ahe:sd and do ic again. lc won'c 
hun you. Go ahe:sd. Again. you jusc apply ic co the ase:s of pain. You do ic about 
eighc or cen times. 

Dq~ittion : Dr. GGru:itt using th~ Stimulator on his shouldtr, 

And you se: how you feel. lc's so simple. 

Now wtw happens if the pain doe.n'l go away? lc me:ms you hove a lice!< bic more 
of a problem. Is that unusual? No, thot's the way life works, isn' t ic? So, for 
inscance, Icc's cake, for inscance, an overweight person who goeo on a dice. Are they 
going co be slcinny comorrow? Well . no, buc over a period of lime chey're going co 
see changes, just like with die Scimulacor. Just lilce wich exercising. You can scan 
exercising Coday, bul will you be in shape co morrow? No, buc the more you u.se ic, 
often cimes the beuer condition, the bener shape you're goina co be. So whac happens 
with this shoulder? Sometimes with my paciencs, I'll soy Co them. "You need co we 
the Scimulacor over a period of days. We're scaning wich Monday, say. Use the 
Srimulacor every cwo or three hours, about eigbc or ten repeciclons, mavbe for live or 
six days in a row or whacever ic cakes for you to scan seeing relief. Y~u c:an'c use the 
Scimulacor coo much.· So thor's how we work ic. So on my lingers, I jusc did ic 
righc on the are:~ of. joinc. I did icon cop, on the sides, and on the boccom. Thar's all 
I did ic abouc eighc or cen times. 

D~piaion: Or. GGru:iu using th~ Sll'trUJ/otor on his htJnd. 

Wlleneve: I thoughc abouc ic again, I did ic again. I only did abouc rwo or three cimes 
a da)' for chrcc or four days and I scarted seeing chang.s. I was very happy wich ic, 
as you can im.agioe. So there is no limic co· how often or whaJ you n~ co do. You 
need co use the Scimulacor on yourself be-..<~use everyone's body is differeoc. So lee 's 
sa)' you have other sympcoms going inca your hand. maybe some cingling, usc the 
Scimularor JIOU.Od your wrisc. Very simple. 

D<.~iction : Dr. Ganeu u.ing tM Stilnlllator on his wrist. 

Jusc go righc around Lhe art:IS of pain. This cakes seconds. You C.1tl do ir anywhere 
you wane 10 do. Ic 's very effeccive. h's very effeccive used com ccly. 

You clll go co c.be councer and buy myc.bing you WJStl lor pains and !hac. Bu1 some of 
us cltl·c jusc c3ke aspirin or some of us jusc c.m'ccake cerraio mcdic.:uions or 
ll11i·inrl31Mlalory diUgs bCCJuse they upse: our sto=lu. This. I can relieve chc pain 
Jlld' l don·c have co sw:lllow anyching. J don'c have co worry 3bouc ic upseuing my 
scomac~ or :uining my dinner or wh3Cever, b~couse ic's oucsidc m)' body, I 3pply ic 
whc:n I w~1 jt JJ'ld ir works. 

C:JJ:! has ~1!~:1 me: :~ou!!il 10 j c!p me on ~hiS nc: lt sc2mc:1t b~::::Jusc I l'\Jv~ round rhJI 

whc:; :1ou :tJ \'C: mothc:- p~:son ~dp you usc the: Sumul~tor , somctim(S 11 is C\'C!l more 
! ::'c:::t\ C:: . S\lmcdmes it"s c·~·c~ l strange: iUmu!Juon. So ro,,by. nghc now. I'm 
~c-1 r. !! :o show you ~ow :o U!:: ::1c: Sumu!Jror v.·irh J pmr.c::. 
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There are over 20 million con finned he~dache sufferers just in the United Stotts 
alone. So !"m going to stan off showing how co use the Stimulator if you have a 
headache. If you have a headache or sin.wc:s or allersics, we basic:.Jiy usc the 
Stimulator-in the same way. So wbill I usually do with the Stimulator is. let's say he 
has a frontal headache. and it huns right across his temple, across bi.s forehead, and 
even into the sinu• areas. Thlt 's what we're gains to show you. If you -have an 
occipital headache or it buns in the back of the head on the base of the neck line, I'll 
show chat in a minute how to do ic. So what l usually do is l put the Stimulator on 
the forehead and jusc press the Scimulacor. 

Dtpicrion: Dr. Gandtr wing lht Stinwlator on lht mb}tct's fo,.htad. 
umplt, and clruk. 

And you can hear the sound and chen l go down righc above on either side of the eye. 
There's a lillie luloc righc lhere you can foe! with your linger, and then l go down co 
the cemple areo on both sides, righl in tbc cheekbone to the cbin and back up. How 
did chat feel? 

Fine. 

Did thac hun ac all? 

No. 

Mosc people when they usc lhe Scimulacor don't feel any pain. I've had people tell 
rr.e ch3< what II feels like is if you take a lillie rubber band and you let go of it. 
That's whOJ lhe Slimulacor feels like co some people. Now I have 10 say tbat some 
people don't like lhe feel of che Stimulator, but there are ways I'm aoiog to show you 
how you can lessen lhc cffecu of that so everyone con we the Stimula~or. 

(To su/Jjtcr) Now, why don't you rum your llcad to your left. Now I'm going co 
shpw if you have 30 occipital headache. Whac l do is l puc the Slimulator right back 
on the base line of lhc bead, the back of chc bead and lhe neck muscles. With my 
ling<r. l put it oo the euct opposite side and just press tbe Stimulator U.out ei_gbt or 
r::1 tirr.es. 

Dt.!Jiction: Dr. Gandu using th~ Stinwlator on th~ right sidt ofth• back of 
th~ subjtet's Mad whit~ placing his fortjingtr on the oth.r sid• ofth~ 
suiJjtct's htCJI. 

"r.!Jt's :111 thac it colces. Now. wh~t do you do then? You w3it. Vcry simple. You 
w3ir :o s~ bow vou scon f""ling. Give yourself five or ten minutes. Sec how much 
p3in hos lessened. How much relic( you've goue~. If you wont to then. you con do 
u lpin. If you haven'c _gonen much relie f or you w;wc more relief, do ic again. You 
;on do chis oito wichour ony side effecu. Lec 's say !bat you don't gee resuhs the li rs1 
:::nc. Docs th.Jt meln tb.tr il doesn't work:' No, Th;Jt mem you w.uu to sc~d it 
~Jck ! ~o. \lihJr docs ic melrl• h mc:lllS th3t whoc you want co do is you "'""' co 
'.lse ic more: rcpcutiously over J pcnod of time. Now, lJso with hc:ld.ac!lcs what t 
lJv.·ovs do IS I :llwlvs mmulole Ole we~ oi the iinse:s between the thumb md llle forsc 
!:n:t~: on borh hlrlds. And w':Jr I do. :u you con se<. I st;trt pulling my one fln~c: .. 
:.iiS .:~mpic:es :tc: .::rc:m. Y.:u ex :'e:! :he: SomuiJIOr j:O from rhc conrJc: palm r.g!-:1 
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tluough becaU5e lhis helps buffer lhe area of stimulation - about e ight or ten times 
again. 

123 F.T.C. 

Dtpiction: Dr. Gandu using tht StimJAitJJor on tht back oflht subjtct 's hand 
whilt placing his fortjingtr on tht subjta 's palm. 

Just like th>t. You feel how that goes through right there? This is for headaches. 
This is for sinuses o r allergies. After I do that hand, I do this hand the same wav. 
put the Stimulator right between the thumb and the forefinger and my finger on the 
other side. 

Dtpiction: Dr. Gandu using tht: StimulaJor on tht: bad.: of tht subjt:ct 's hand 
whitt placing tht tip of his fortjingtr on tht subjtct 's palm. 

Now . do you sec how only the tip of my finger is touching and only the tip of the 
Stimul•tor is touching? See how that? I' m not touching like lhis and my hand is not 
laying aJI over it because if you do lhat, then you're reducing tlle effects of the 
stimulation. So. watch how lhis . Can you feel lhat? 

It's less. 

Quite a bit less, isn ' t it? No-.·. wilh one ftnger, see how much stronger it is. 

Dtpiction: Dr. Gandu using tht Stimu.IJ1tor on tht subjt ct 's hand whitt 
placing tht tip of his fortftngu on tht subjtct 's palm. 

That's the way the Stimulator works. So when you're working on someone else, you 
want to bt careful how you ' re acru.ally doing this. You don't want to put and just lay 
all over lhe person that you're stimulating . 

Now what I'm going to do is I'm going to show how to usc the Slimulator on lower 
back pain or polin down the leg. (To subjta) So I'm going to have Mark, if you 
would stand up with your back to the camera. Okay, good. Now with lhe 
Stimulllor. the applicat ion will bt right in lhis area bcc.1use this is where usual ly the 
J.rC.l is involved when it goes down the leg. 

Dtpic:ion: Dr. Gandu pointing to tht subjtc:'s lowu back. 

So I'm going to get down like lhis because it's a liule bit c:uier fo r me to work tllis 
wav and show you. So wbat I would do is I would put lhe Stimulator on !.his area. 
Wiili my otller hllld. I would !lUI it on hts leg just like tllis. 

Dt.:nc:ion: Dr. G.Jndu using tht Stimulator on tht Jubjt ct"s lowtr back 
whilt ;>iar:nJ hrs for~fingtr on tht subjtct ·s calf . 

. ~nd Jgl..in, jusl ;ness the :appJiCJ.(Of eighl or ten or twelve rimes. Now j( r W:llll 10 gc: 
J !ink :":me:' he:-c. I CJ/1 come up hl5 le1 while rm doing il . rollowang lhc course ~( 
1:1c: j).11n . C:m ~ou ie!! lhJ L' 
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You can feel !hat all the way up and down. If it' s the a ther leg, we can do the sa.me 
th ing, just with the other leg, just like this . 

Dtpiction: Dr. · Gandu wing th~ Stimulaior on th~ ramt arta whilt placing 
hir lqr for~ngtr on tht rubjea'r righr leg. 

You can feel the Stimulator working up and down the leg. It 's very, very simple how 
to do !his. (To subjtct) Now if you would, I'd like for you just to have a seat again 
pleare. There are many, many people that have feet problems. The Stimulator works 
very well with feet problems. And if you would, think of the feet and the hands 
equally bec;,use we have the digits. So as I'm talking about the feet , it works very 
similarly with the hands. Now if a person has • foot problem, what r W011Id do is I 
would come down and I would stimulate each one of the toes with the Stim11lator and 
witb mv other hand I would put it on tbe ankle because this is a joint and this is a 
joint. j would go to the next joint up. So I would·- here. can you feel that here with 
my ocher finger? 

Dtpiaion: Dr. Gandu using rhe Stimulaior on the rubjecl 'r footl1l!d ankle. 

(Inaudible] 

You can feel it. Now you just go aroundjusrlike Ibis and stimulate it. You're right 
at the foot and the ankle on either side. Very simple. Many people have feet 
problems. That's why there are specific doctors for feet problems. My grandmother 
is 96 yean old and she uses the Stimulator on ber feet and on h<r c>lves nightly 
beoause of the problems thar she has with circulation. And you can see witb 
cramping, I'm just puuing tbe Stimulator right on !be areas where the cramp would be 
and geuing rhe gen<ral area. 

Dtpiction: Dr. Gandu using the StimulaJor on tht subject's calf l1l!d ltg 
whilt placing his left fortjingtr on Jhe opporitt ride of lht subjtct's leg. 

And the~ what tiappens is the body bandies it from there. It's very simple on how to 
use the Stimulator. How does that feel? 

Fine . 

It fe!r pre:ry good. didn ' l it? Jt ' s very simple. 

PJJn pills is what I've been raking for all these yean and that's the only thing !hal's 
give~ me relief. you know. But it didn't give me total relief. Now that's why I tried 
the Sttmulator. Well. it's amazing. ft' s almost hard to believe that ft would do that. 
but it do it . ft did the trick. 

:O.I.ltl' pccple have Jbdomina.l problc:ns. pain and Jc:,es. (To subjtcl) Craig, why · 
~on· : ,·au srand up please. and weU show how ro use the Stimulator on that. Most of 
:h~ :i:o:e: wh~:l J ~e:-son hJ.S Jb~ornin:U problems lhcy·ve Jlrc:Jdy bc:!l to the doclor 
~c::..:.t.:~~ scr.:~:l:":":~s u C"J.Jl t11! \C ;"Y ~e:ious . Othe;- limes we don ' t know whJ t the CJUSt 

:'C'::H:: !5 . But wah tr.c SdmuiJlor. we CJl1 ~c!p give you J lot of relic:{. Now ,. whc:r:.: 
·.~...:c:..: :.-oc lp~:.H~' :..he:. Somul:nor " \\.l'lt::-e ... e:- you hun-· !he an:J. of pJ.in. So lc:: ' s ju.sr 
i ; y : ~c: ?.1:r. :s ~~g~l :-:c:::-:. r J ?Ul !t:~ Sllr.lUiJtOr ngnt l}n the shm . nght on :h~ J.r~:l. 
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h goes right through the skin. With my other band. I would put it on llle midd le pm 
of h is back so it crc.1tes ~ cir:cuir. 

D~piaion: Dr. Gondet using tht StimJJ/ator on tht s~bjut's obdomtn whi/t 
placing hii for¢ngtr on th< subjtc:t 's bade. 

The~ I would just Slimulate the body about eiglu or ten re?etitions. How does that 
feel? 

l'ine. 

Then again what you do is you just see the Kind of resulu you &<t. You mi~ht wanr 
to do ir again in a fcw·minures. or maybe in an bour, or maybe ir will go away 
tot:llly. 

Now. srress and tension. People have talked often about how this is very relaxing for 
the:n, us ing tbe Stimul;uor on the shoulders from the neck down through gives them a 
lor of relief and it to.lces away a lot of tension. And you know tension and stress 
sometimes comes and cJuses heldaches. So whar you would do Is you jwt pur the 
Srimulator on the shoulder and your other fmger on tile neck and you just up it right 
on the trapezius muscle and you can feel it going· up and dolllll . Or you can do it the 
opposite way with the Stimul~tor on the neck and your fmger oo the muscle. 

DtpiCiian: Dr. Gondtt using tht Stimulator on tht s~bjut 's shouldu and 
ntck whilt placing his fortfingtr on orhtr pam of rht s~bjta 's ntek and 
sho~ldu. 

And this is ~very soothing, re!:1.1ing effect on the body. Pretry good? 

t.:rn·hmm. It's grelL 

I appreciate you helping me with that. 

On<: fellow in pmicular I worked oc or upped him (inaudible). be said. ' Try that on 
me. · So I did. And be bad stiffness ia his should"'· like the previous interviewe: . 
. .o.r.d he wear ro • ball gune th>t nit)11 and all be did was talk about the S1imula1or. 
He d idn't eve:t P•Y any ane:11ion to the ball g3llle. He felt beuer than he bld in 
y: lrs. So the ne.11 time I Cl!ne b~k to this parti<'~lar cus1orner. he said. 'You got 
thll thing with you?. · I nid. ·y~, bu1 ·l going 10 chJSge you 10 use i1. • So he 
bought rne 3 coffe:. It work:~ for bim ogaia. So he said. 'Where'd you .buy it?' 
:111d (told him. I said. 'If you go down the« md pun:hase one. relJ them who sen1 
~ou . • So thlt's the wo~ i• works. I use i1 in lhe evenings when I'm home ofler 
work. I use il on !he bJ.lls of my feel. JSound my ankle>. lcne:s. And when I go to 
be:!. I hi I the lowe~ bJcX :111d I slee~ like 3 boby . 

. -'1> 1 .,..ork with It< StimuiJtor. i1 is ve:y obvious ro :ne lim soon Ibis product will be 
·• 'cr:dwide. I be!!e'le :h or e·.e :v household :n .\me::CJ ·;e:v soon will 011o11 J 

St::;'IUiltor. II rrug.ht e\'c~ go :~ the po1n1 whc:-e ::Jc~ ind&\:iduaJ person in the 
i:o"se~old ~~o·ill O'-''n J Sumu!Jccr be:3use rhey ' IJ w>nr co ~e:p ic with the:n 311 lh< 
t: r.:c. I llso s:r.c!:-e:y ~co ! :~·:e : ::.Jt : h~ Sumui.;tor wiil ;-;":P you le:d J more J.c:i\'c , 
r:--J~:.!C: tn: , J.n<! ;tJJ~ - fr:: :If: :\:uJ .lS you ~hlfe iJic St:r.:uiJtor '.\":lh your family Jr. !.! 
:r:c:::cs. '.1o' h1c~ I ~cpc ::oc .:!o .: .. :;C ~ccn . ! i,.,o·.a.· :h:u :tau:- (J.miiy ll!d ir1e:1d.s are g.omg 

r 
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to be co!Jiog you ·ooc· or they're going to be asking for you to use lhe Stimulltor on 
them. I would like for you to •hare with me your testimonials or how the experience 
of u.sing lbe Stimulator has helped you. I would lilce to lcnow lbe .kind of results that 
you've seen witb tbe Stimulator. If you b~ve ~y que>tioru at all about how to usc 
the Stimulator or different applica~ion• on using the Slimulator or different problems 
on using the Stimulator. don't hesir:ue ro call me or don't hesirlle to write ro me. I 
would like md love ro Hc:u from you. In closing. I want to thanlc you for buying rhe 
Srimularor. I w:un to thanlc you for using lhe Srimulotor md for sharing the 
Stimulator and I hope you have • wonderful , pain-free life. 

Basketball is olD incredibly physical game. You're smashing imo people. You're 
falling on the ground. You're NMing on ~bard wood surface. Everyone else is as 
big and as srron' and bas spent as mucb time in the weight room as you have. The 
collisions - I broke my nose rhineen rimes. eleven of them from people's elbows, two 
of them from people'• knees. And they even ~led • foul on me one of those times. 
Can you believe that? I had my front teeth knocked out ten •epante rimes. Broken 
both hand>, both wrists. It is a very physi~ and very rougb game. That's the way 
we like it. Until you get old like me and that pain ju.st doesn't go aw~y . Thank God. 
thank God for the Stimulator. · 

Supu: ·pfta.rt addrtSS your ltlltrS to: 

Naturo//Mo•-otions. lrrc. 
P.O. Box 16700 
Contorr. OH 447JS 

Or ~all 1·800-nB-08/S" 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a ·draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer 
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its 
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge 
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having 
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an 
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
that jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
i~s charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and having duly considered the 
comments received, now in further conformity with the procedure 
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues 
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters 
the following order: 

1. Respondent Natural Innovations, Inc. is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Ohio, with its office and principal place of 
business at 2717 South Arlington.Road, Akron, Ohio. 

Respondent William S. Gandee is an officer, director, and sole 
shareholder of Natural Innovations, Inc. He formulates, directs, and 
controls the policies, acts and practices of said corporation, and his 
office and principal place of business is located at the above stated 
address. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

r 
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ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, Na~ral Innovatiop.s, Inc., its 
successors and assigns, and its officers; and William S. Gandee, 
individually and as an officer and director of said corporation; and 
respondents' agents, representatives and employees, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, offering for 
sale, sale, or distribution for sale of ~y device, as "device" is defmed 
in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from making any 
representation, in any manner, directly or by implication: 

A. That use of the device will significantly reduce, relieve, or 
eliminate musculoskeletal pain, including but not limited to pain in 
the back, feet, knees, wrists, knuckles, elbows, shoulders, . ankles, 
joints, or calves; carpal tunnel syndrome; muscle spasms or strains; 
m~~~ , 

B. That use of the device will significantly reduce, relieve, or 
eliminate abdominal pain or pain or discomfort caused by allergies, 
sinus conditions, diverticulosis, cramps, or menstrual .cramps; 

C. That use of the device will eliminate the pain caused by severe 
headaches, including but not limited to occipital, frontal, migraine, 
cluster, or stress headaches, or headaches caused by benign tumors; 

D. That the pain relief or pain elimination provided by the device 
is immediate; 

E. That use of the device provides long-term pain relief; 
F. That, for the treatment of pain, the device is as effective as, or 

more effective than, prescription or over-the-counter medications, 
including but not limited to aspirin, acetaminophen, Darvon, 
Darvocet, or codeine; 

G. That, for the treatment of pain, the device is as effective as, or 
more effective than, physical therapy, massage therapy, chiropractic 
treatment, acupuncture, acupressure, or reflexology; or 

H. About the efficacy or relative efficacy of the product in 
reducing, relieving, or eliminating pain from any source; 
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unless, at the time of making such representation, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. For purposes of this provision, 
"competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean adequate and 
well-controlled clinical testing conforming to acceptable designs and 
protocols and conducted by a person or persons qualified by training 
and experience to conduct such testing. 

Provided that, for any representation that any device is effective 
for: 

(1) The temporary relief of minor aches and pains due to fatigue 
and overexertion, or 

(2) Easing and relaxing of tired muscles, or 
(3) The temporary increase of local blood circulation in the area 

where applied, 

"competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, Natural Innovations, Inc., 
its successors and assigns, and its officers; and WilliamS. Gandee, 
individually and as an officer and director of said corporation; and 
respondents' agents, representatives and employees, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, offering for 
sale, sale, or distribution for sale of any product in or affecting 
commerce, as ''commerce" is defmed in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist .from making any 
representation, in any manner, directly or by implication, about the 
health or medical benefits of any such product unless, at the time of 
making such representation, respondents possess and rely upon 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation. For purposes of this provision, "competent and 
reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, analyses, research, 
studies, or other evidence based on the expe~ise of professionals in 
the relevant area, that have been conducted and evaluated in an 
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objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using procedures 
generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and reliable 
results. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, Natural Innovations, Inc., 
its successors and assigns, and its officers; and WilliamS. Gandee, 
individually and as an officer and director of said corporation; and 
respondents' agents, representatives and employees, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, offering for 
sale, sale, or distribution of any product in or affecting commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Co~ission Act, do 
forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or by 
implication, that any endorsement (as "endorsement" is defined in 16 
CFR 255.0(b)) of the product represents the typical or ordinary 
experience of members of the public who qse the product, unless: 

A. At the time of making such representation, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates such representation, or 

B. Respondents disclose, clearly and prominently, and in close 
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial, either: 

(1) What the generally expected results would be for users of such 
product, or 

(2) The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what 
consumers may generally expect to achieve, that is, that consumers 
should not expect to experience similar results. 

For purposes of this provision, "competent and reliable scientific 
evidence" shall mean tests, analyses, research, studies, or other 
evidence based on the expertise of professionals in the relevant area, 
that have been conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by 
persons qualified to do so, using procedures generally accepted in the 
profession to yield accurate and reliable results. 

IV. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for any such 
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drug under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the 
Food and Drug Administration, or under any new drug application 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That for five (5) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, 
respondents, or their successors and assigns, shall maintain and upon 
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission or its staff 
for inspection and copying: 

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such 
representation; and 

B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question such representation, or the basis for such representation, 
including but not limited to complaints from consumers and 
complaints or inquiries from governmental organizations. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Natural Innovations, Inc. 
shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days pJ.jor to any 
proposed change in its corporate structure, including but not limited 
to dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the emergence of a 
successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or 
affiliates, the planned filing of a bankruptcy petition, or any other 
change in the corporation that may affect compliance obligations 
arising out of this order. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Natural Innovations, Inc. 
shall: 

A. Within thirty (30) days after service of this order, distribute a 
copy of this order to each of its operating divisions and to each of its 
officers, agents, representatives, or employees engaged in the 
preparation or placement of advertisements or other materials covered 
by this order. 
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B. For a period of five (5) years from the date of entry of this 
order, provide a copy of this order to each of its future principals, 
officers, directors, and managers, and to all personnel, agents, and 
representatives having sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with 
respect to the subject matter of this order who are associated with it 
or any subsidiary, successor, or assign, within ten (1 0) days after the 
person assumes his or her position. 

VIII. 

It is furthered ordered, That respondent William S. Gandee shall, 
for a period of seven (7) years from the date of entry of this order, 
notify the Commission within thirty (30) days of the discontinuance 
of his present business or employment and of his affiliation with any 
new business or employment. Each notice of affiliation with any new 
business shall include the respondent's new business address and 
telephone number, current home address, and a statement describing 
the nature of the business and his duties and responsibilities. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate on February 
25, 2017, or twenty (20) years from the most recent date that the 
United States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint 
(with or without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court 
alleging any violation of the order, whichever comes later; provided, 
however, that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the 
duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
(20) years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondents did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though 
the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
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for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 

X. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within sixty (60) 
days after service of this order, and at such other times as the 
Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, in 
writing~ setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they 
have complied with this order. 
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This consent order prohibits, among other things, the Virginia-based company 
from misrepresenting the ability of food storage product to cool food items or 
maintain proper cold storage temperatures and to hold its cooling· capacity 
after being unplugged, or misrepresenting the effect of operating such a 
product off a car battery when the car IS not running, and requires the 
respondent to substantiate any claims regarding the safety or efficacy of food 
storage products. 

Appearances 

For the Coriunission: John T. Dugan. 
For the respondent: James E. Moore, Christian, Barton, Epps, 

Brent & Chappell, Richmond, VA. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Comtrad Industries, Inc., a corporation ("respondent"), has violated 
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing 
to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest, 
alleges: 

1. Respondent Comtrad Industries, Inc. is a Virginia corporation 
with its principal office or place of business at 2820 Waterford Lake 
Drive, Suite 106, Midlothian, Virginia. 

2. Respondent has advertised, offered for sale, sold, and 
distributed products to the public through print advertisements and 
through the Internet's World Wide Web, including the Koolatron, a 
portable electronic food cooler and warmer also known as a thermo
electric cooler. 

3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated 
advertisements and promotional materials for the Koolatron, 
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A and 
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B. These advertisements and promotional materials contain the 
following statements: 

A. "500 miles from nowhere, it'll give you a cold drink or a warm burger . . . 
NASA space flights inspired this portable fridge that outperforms conventional 
fridges, reph1ces the ice chest and alternates as a food warmer. 
Recognize the ice cooler in this picture? Surprisingly enou,gh, there isn't one. What 
you see is a K'oolatron, an invention that replaces the traditional ice cooler, and its 
many limitations, with a technology even more sophisticated than your home 
fridge. And far better suited to travel. 
What's more, the innocent looking box before you is not only a refrigerator, it's also 
a food warmer. 
NASA inspired portable refrigerator. Be~ause of space travel demands, scientists 
had to find something more dependable and less bulky than traditional refrigeration 
coils and compressors. Their resear~h led them to discover a miraculous solid-state 
component called the thermoelectric module." 
"From satellites to station wagons. [T]hermoelectric temperature control has now 
been proven with more than 25 years of use in some of the most rigorous space and 
laboratory applications. And Koolatron is the first manufacturer to make this 
technology available to families, fishermen, boaters, campers and hunters -- in fact, 
anyone on the move. 
Home refrigeration has come a long way since the days of the ice box and the block 
of ice. But when we travel, we go back to the sloppy ice cooler with its soggy and 
sometimes spoiled food. No more! Now ... all the advantages of home cooling are 
available for you electronically and conveniently. 
Think about your last trip. You just got away nicely on your long-awaited vacation. 
You're cruising comfortably in your car along a busy interstate with only a few rest 
stops or restaurants. You guessed it ... the kids want to stop for a snack. But your 
Koolatron is stocked with fruit, sandwiches, cold drinks, fried chicken ... fresh and 
cold." 

"Hot or cold. With the switch of a plug, the Koolatron becomes a food warmer for 
a casserole, burger or baby's bottle. It can go up to 125 degrees." 

"Just load it up and plug it in. On motor trips, plug your Koolatron into your 
cigarette lighter; it will use less power than a taillight. If you decide to cany it to 
a picnic place or a fishing hole, the Koolatron will hold its cooling capacity for 24 
hours. If you leave it plugged into your battery with the engine off, it consumes 
only three amps of power." 

(Exhibit A). 
B. "Technology combines the dependable cooling power of a refrigerator with 

the convenience of a cooler ... heats food too! 
Remarkable new portable cooler/warmer reduces the outside temperature by up to 
40 degrees and heat[s] up to 125 degrees!" 

Imagine the versatility and convenience of a cooler that worked like a refrigerator. 
You could have ice-cold drinks at softball games, enjoy a picnic without soggy or 
spoiled food, even store insulin or other medicine that needs to be refrigerated. You 
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could take it along when traveling and avoid the long lines and high prices of rest 
areas and interstate restaurants. 
Now, imagine that this cooler that worked like a refrigerator could also heat food. 
You could warm baby formula or enjoy warm drinks at football games, camping, 
hunting or anywhere else. Sound like a dream? It's not -- the Koolatron 
cooler/warmer does it all." 
"Hot or cold. One of the most innovative things about Koolatron is that it works as 
well to heat food as to cool it. In the cool mode, Koolatron can reduce the outside 
temperature by as much as 40 degrees F. With the switch of a plug, Koolatron goes 
from a refrigerator to a food warmer, going up to 125 degrees. 
Just plug it in. Koolatron plugs directly into your vehicle's cigarette lighter and uses 
less power than a taillight. If you leave it plugged in while the vehicle is off, it will 
consume only three amps of power. Unplugged, Koolatron will hold its cooling 
capacity for up to 24 hours." 
"Modem solution. Home refrigeration has come a long way from the "ice box" of 
the 1920s. But when we travel, we revert to similar methods and _sloppy or spoiled 
food. Now, . . . the advantages of home refrigeration are available to you 
electronically." 

(Exhibit B). 

5. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. The Koolatron is as effective at cooling food items and 
medicines as a home refrigerator .. 

B. The Koolatron will effectively cool down warm ~terns and heat 
up cold items. 

C. Once unplugged from a power source, the Koolatron will hold 
its cooling capacity for 24 hours. 

D. Operating the Koolatron off a car battery when the car is not 
running will result in only a minimal power drain off the car's battery. 

6. In truth and in fact: 

A. The Koolatron is not as effective at cooling food items and 
medicines as a home refrigerator. Among other reasons, the 
Koolatron's internal cold storage temperature is highly dependent on 
outside air or room temperatures, and in many circumstances it will 
not maintain internal cold storage temperatures comparable to a home 
refrigerator. 

B. The Koolatron will not effectively cool down warm items or 
heat up cold items. The Koolatron is primarily designed to maintain 
the cool or warm temperatures of items that were already cool or 
warm before being placed in the Koolatron. It may take up to twelve 
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hours or more for the Koolatron to cool down a wann item or heat up 
a cold item. 

C. In most instances, once unplugged from a power source, the 
Koolatron will not hold its cooling capacity for 24 hours. . 

D. Operating the Koolatron off a car b~ttery when the car is not 
running does not result in a minimal power drain off the car's battery. 
Use of the Koolatron in this manner may drain the car battery of all 
power in as little as three hours. 

Therefore, the representations set forth in paragraph five were, and 
are, false or misleading. 

7. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that it possessed and relied 
upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth 
in paragraph five, at the time the representations were made. 

8. In truth and in fact, respondent did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph five, at the time the representations were made. Therefore, 
the representation set forth in paragraph seven was, and is, false or 
misleading. 

9. In its advertising and sale of the Koolatron, respondent has 
represented that the Koolatron is effective, useful, or appropriate for 
refrigerating or cooling food items, or for holding food items at a cool 
temperature, including in a wide variety of outdoor settings. 
Respondent has failed to disclose that the Koolatron may not keep 
perishable food items, such as meat, poultry, and fish, sufficiently 
cold to prevent the growth ofbacteria when the surrounding outside 
temperature is greater than 80 degrees Fahrenheit, including when the 
Koolatron is used in hot weather, in direct sunlight, or in a hot car. 
Use of the Koolatron in such circumstances poses a risk of buildup of 
harmful or unsafe bacteria and could lead to food-borne illness. These 
facts would be material to consumers in their purchase or use of the 
product. The failure to disclose these facts, in light of the 
representations made, was, and is, a deceptive practice. 

10. In its advertising and sale of the Koolatron, respondent has 
represented that the Koolatron is effective, useful, or appropriate for 
heating or warming food items, or for holding food items at a warm 
temperature. Respondent has failed to disclose that, because the 
Koolatron's maximum internal heating temperature of 125 degrees 
Fahrenheit is not high enough to kill or prevent the growth of certain 
bacteria in perishable food items such as meat, poultry, and fish, 
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holding perishable food in the Koolatron in its warming mode poses 
a risk ~fbuildup of harmful or unsafe bacteria and could lead to food
borne illness. These facts would be material to consumers in their 
purchase or use of the product. The failure to disclose these facts, in 
light of the representations made, was, and is, a deceptive practice. 

11. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in. this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Fede~al Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Boston Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are trUe and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's. Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to. believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the 
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Comtrad Industries, Inc. is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, with its offices and principal 
place ofbusiness located at 2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106, 
Midlothian, Virginia. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally ~ccepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. "Clearly and prominently" shall mean as follows: 

A. In a television or video advertisement, the disclosure shall be 
presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the 
advertisement. The audio disclosure shall be delivered in a volume 
and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and 
comprehend it. The video disclosure shall be of a size and shade, and 
shall appear on the screen for a duration, sufficient for an ordinary 
consumer to read and comprehend it. 

B. In a radio advertisement, the disclosure shall be delivered in a 
volume and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and 
comprehend it. 

C. In a print advertisement, the disclosure shall be in a type size, 
and in a location, that are sufficiently noticeable so that an ordinary 
consumer will see and read it, in print that contrasts with the 
background against which it appears. In multi-page documents, the 
disclosure shall appear on the cover or first page. 

D. In an advertisement on any electronic media received by 
consumers via computer, such as the Internet's World Wide Web or 
commercial on-line computer services, the disclosure shall be in a 
type size, and in a location, that are sufficiently noticeable so that an 
ordinary consumer will see and read it, in print that contrasts with the 
background against which it appears. In multi-screen documents, the 
disclosure shall appear on the first screen and on any screen 
containing ordering information. 

E. On a product label, the disclosure shall be in a type size, and 
in a location on the principal display panel, that are sufficiently 
noticeable so that an ordinary consumer will see and read it, in print 
that contrasts with the background against which it appears. 
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Nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of the 
disclosure shall be used in any advertisement or on any label. 

3. Unless otherwise specified, "respondent" shall mean Comtrad 
Industries, Inc., a corporation, its successors and assigns, and its 
officers, agents, representatives and employees. 

4. "In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defmed in Section 
4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

5. "Substantially similar product" shall mean any portable device 
that operates off a thermo-electric unit and is intended to store or hold 
food at cool or warm temperatures. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of any product for use in the storage of food in or 
affecting commerce, shall not misrepresent, in any manner, expressly 
or by implication: 

A. The comparative or absolute ability of such product to 
refrigerate or cool food items or medicines or to maintain proper cold 
storage temperatures; 

B. The comparative or absolute ability of such product to heat or 
warm food items; 

C. The comparative or absolute ability of such product to hold its 
cooling capacity after being unplugged from a power source; or 

D. The effect of operating such product off a car battery when the 
car is not running, including the amount of power used by the product 
in such circumstances or the potential for such use to drain the car 
battery of power. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of any product for use in the storage of food, in 
or affecting commerce, shall not make any representation, in any 
manner, expressly or by implication, about the benefits, performance, 
efficacy, or safety of such product, unless, at the time the 
representation is made, respondent possesses and relies upon 
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competent and reliable evidence, which when appropriate must be 
competent and reliable scientific evidence, that substantiates the 
representation. 

ill. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, iri connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of the Koolatron or any substantially similar 
product in or affecting commerce, shall not make any representation, 
in any manner, expressly or by implication, about the cooling 
capacity of such product, or about the effectiveness, usefulness, or 
appropriateness of such product for refrigerating or .cooling food 
items, or for holding food items at a cool temperature, unless it 
discloses, clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to the 
representation, that such product may not keep perishable food items, 
such as meat, poultry, and fish, sufficiently cold to prevent the growth 
ofbacteria when the surrounding outside temperature is greater than 
80 degrees Fahrenheit, including when such product is used in hot 
weather, in direct sunlight, or in a hot car, and that use of such 
product in these circumstances poses a risk of buildup ofharmful or 
unsafe bacteria and could lead to food-borne illness. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of the Koolatron or any substantially similar 
product in or affecting commerce, shall not make any representation, 
in any manner, expressly or by implication, about the effectiveness, 
usefulness, or appropriateness of ~uch product for heating or warming 
food items, or for holding food items at a warm temperature, unless 
it discloses, clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to the 
representation, that heating, warming, or holding perishable food 
items such as meat, poultry, and fish in such product in its warming 
mode may pose a risk of buildup of harmful or unsafe bacte~ia and 
could lead to food-borne illness. 
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v. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Comtrad Industries, Inc. 
and its successors and assigns shall, for five (5) years after the last 
date of dissemination of any representation covered by this order, 
maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade 
Commission for inspection and copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materiais containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in its possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Comtrad Industries, Inc. 
and its successors and assigns shall deliver a copy of this order to all 
current and future principals, officers, directors, and managers, and 
to all current and future employees, agents, and representatives 
having responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of this order, 
and shall secure from each such person a signed and dated statement 
acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondent shall deliver this 
order to current personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of 
service of this order, and to future personnel within thirty (30) days 
after the person assumes such position or responsibilities. 

vn. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Comtrad Industries, Inc. 
and its successors and assigns shall notify the Commission at least 
thirty (30) days prior to any change in the corporation(s) that may 
affect compliance obligations arising under this order, including but 
not limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action 
that would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the 
creation or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages 
in any acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
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bankruptcy petition; pr a change in the corporate name or address. 
Provided, however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the 
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall notify 
the Commission as soon as is practicable .. after obtaining such 
lmowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Comtrad Industries, Inc. 
and its successors and assigns shall, within sixty (60) days after the 
date of service of this order, and at such other times as the Federal 
Trade Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, 
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they 
have complied with this order. 

IX. 

This order will terminate on February 25, 2017, or twenty {20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal cpurt alleging any violation 
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though 
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling anrl the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

PREMIER PRODUCTS, INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3720. Complaint, Feb. 26, 1997--Decision, Feb. 26, 1997 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, the New Jersey-based 
corporations, that advertise "Miracle Thaw" food thawing trays, and their 
officers from misrepresenting, with respect to any product involving the 
storage or preparation of food, the risk of buildup of harmful or unsafe levels 
of bacteria on food items defrosted, thawed, prepared, or stored usin~ the 
product; the amount of time it may take to defrost, thaw, or prepare food Items 
using the product; the process by which the product achieves any claimed 
defrosting, thawing, or preparation times; or the existence, contents, validity, 
results, conclusions, or interpretations of any test, study, or research. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: John T. Dugan. 
For the respondents: Jeffrey Edelstein, Hall, Dickler, Kent, 

Friedman & Wood, New York, N.Y. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Premier Products, Inc., T.V. Products, Inc., and T.V.P. Corporation, 
corporations, and Michael Sander and Issie Kroll; individually and as 
officers of the corporations ("respondents"), have violated the 
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to 
the Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Premier Products, Inc. is a New Jersey corporation 
with its principal office or place of business at 23 Vreeland Road, 
Florham Park, New Jersey. 

2. Respondent T.V. Products, Inc. is a New Jersey corporation 
with its principal office or place of business at 23 Vreeland Road, 
Florham Park, New Jersey. · 

3. Respondent T.V.P. Corporation is a New Jersey corporation 
with its principal office or place of business at 23 Vreeland Road, 
Florham Park, New Jersey. 

4. Respondent ·Michael Sander is an officer of the corporate 
respondents. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, 
directs, or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the corporations, 
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including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. His principal 
office or place of business is the same as that of the corporations. 

5. Respondent Issie Kroll is an officer of the corporate 
respondents. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, 
directs, or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the corporations, 
including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. His principal 
office or place ofbusiness is the same as that of the corporations. 

6. Respondents have advertised, labeled, offered for sale, ,sold, 
and distributed products to the public, including Miracle Thaw, a 
food defrosting or thawing tray. 

7. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

8. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for Miracle 
Thaw, including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits 
A and B. These advertisements and promotional materials contain the 
following statements and depictions: 

A. "After a hard day at Work, it's time for a nice juicy steak. Oh, no! You 
forgot to defrost. 
You need MIRACLE THAW, the incredible new defrosting tray that perfectly 
thaws any frozen food like magic in just minutes. 
No chemicals. No batteries. No wires. No microwave rays. Just a space-age metal 
from Mother Nature that thaws frozen food faster and better than anything in the 
world. 
Look! This thick frozen steak could take all day to defrost! But watch! Simply 
place it on Miracle Thaw and incredibly, in just 30 minutes, it's butcher block fresh. 
[Super: Thaws Food in Minutes.] 
These rock hard chicken breasts are perfectly tender in only 13 minutes! 
That's frozen fish. 12 minutes later, it's the catch of the day. 
Frozen pork chops are thawed, cool and juicy in just 14 minutes. 
The secret is in the superconductive metal tray. It absorbs the natural heat energy 
in the air and then releases it directly into the frozen food. 
[Super: Natural Heat Conductor. Absorbs Heat From Air.] 
Now, you can defrost any frozen food, just minutes before cooking. Just watch this 
ice cube demonstration. The tray is cool to the touch, but the ice cube melts away 
like it was on a hot griddle. The Miracle Thaw defrosting tray simply speeds up the 
natural thawing process. Incredibly, the ice cube has melted down in just seconds. 
Amazing! 
All day thawing could cause bacteria burgers. But with Miracle Thaw, burgers are 
safely defrosted in just 10 minutes. 
[Visual: Six spoiled .thawed hamburger patties on a plate; Six unspoiled thawed 
hamburger patties on Miracle Thaw.] 
[Super: No Dangerous Bacteria.] 
Most important, it's lab tested for product and food safety. 
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[Super: Miracle Thaw ... Laboratory Tested ... 100% Safe.] 
Microwave defrosting could ruin your food. You get dry cooked edges, caus.ing 
poor stale flavor. But Miracle Thaw defrosts perfectly every time. Food retains the 
natural juices for the best flavor. 
[Super: Thaws evenly and safely.] 
Miracle Thaw. Instant defrosting." 

(Exhibit A, television commercial transcript). 
B. "Amazing Tray Thaws Food In Minutes!" 

"Laboratory SAFETY Tested." 

"Space-age metal thaws frozen foods safely, evenly, perfectly ... EVERY TIME!" 

"Before ... Rock-hard frozen chicken breasts [depiction of two frozen boneless 
chicken breasts being placed on tray]. ... After ... Perfectly thawed . . . moist and 
tender in as little as 7 MINUTES! [depiction of two fully thawed boneless chicken 
breasts being removed from tray]." 

"Up until ilow you really only had two choices for defrosting or thawing foods. 
Either in the microwave or on the counter top .... So what about defrosting food 
by leaving it on the counter top all day? This option is not highly recommended or 
very safe due to bacterias found in most foods which is why safe handling 
guidelines recommend that you keep raw meat, poultry and fish refrigerated or 
frozen until you're ready to cook it. The safest, most convenient choice is Miracle 
Thaw ... " 

(Exhibit B, product package). 

9. Through the means described in paragraph eight, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that laboratory testing 
proves that food items defrosted or thawed on Miracle Thaw will not 
develop harmful or unsafe levels of bacteria. 

10. In truth and in fact, laboratory testing does not prove that food 
items defros.ted or thawed on Miracle Thaw will not develop harmful 
or unsafe levels of bacteria. At the time respondents made the 
representations set forth in paragraph nine, no tests relating to 
bacteria buildup on food had been conducted on Miracle Thaw. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph nine was, and is, 
false or misleading. 

11. Through the means described in paragraph eight, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. There is no risk of buildup of harmful or unsafe levels of 
bacteria on perishable frozen food items defrosted or thawed on 
Miracle Thaw. 
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B. Miracle Thaw will defrost or thaw frozen food items in the 
following times: steak in 30 minutes; chicken breasts in 7 to 13 
minutes; fish fillets in 12 minutes; pork chops in 14 minutes; and 
hamburgers in 10 minutes. 

C. Miracle Thaw achieves the accelerated defrosting or thawing 
depicted in the advertisements referred to in paragraph eight because 
it is a superconductive metal tray that transfers heat energy from the 
air into frozen food items, thereby speeding up the natural defrosting 
or thawing process. 

12 In truth and in fact: 

A. There is a potential risk ofbuildup of harmful or unsafe levels 
of bacteria on perishable· frozen food items defrosted or thawed on 
Miracle Thaw. Miracle Thaw operates at room temperature, and 
defrosting or thawing perishable food at room temperature, even for 
relatively short periods of time, increases the risk of harmful or 
unsafe bacteria buildup. 

B. In many cases, Miracle Thaw will not defrost or thaw frozen 
food items in the claimed time periods. Defrosting or thawing times 
will vary depending on several factors, including the size, shape, and 
thickness ofthe food item, the number of items placed on the tray at 
one time, the number of times the tray is reheated during defrosting 
or thawing, and room temperature. In some cases actual defrosting or 
thawing times may be three or more times longer than the claimed 
defrosting or thawing times. 

C. Miracle Thaw does not achieve the accelerated defrosting or 
thawing depicted in the advertisements referred to in paragraph eight 
by superconducting or transferring heat energy from the air into 
frozen food items. Miracle Thaw is a Teflon-coated aluminum tray 
that can only achieve the accelerated defrosting or thawing depicted 
in the advertisements referred to in paragraph eight if it is preheated 
before use and reheated during use. Similar results could be achieved 
with any aluminum pan. 

Therefore, the representations set forth in paragraph eleven were, and 
are, false or misleading. 

13. Through the means described in paragraph eight, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basi<; that substantiated the representations 
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set forth in paragraph eleven, at the time the representations were 
made. 

14. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph eleven, at the time the representations were made. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph thirteen was, and 
is, false or misleading. 

15. In their advertising and sale of Miracle Thaw, respondents 
have represented that Miracle Thaw is effective, useful, or appropriate 
for defrosting or thawing frozen food items. Respondents have failed 
to disclose that defrosting or th.awing perishable food on Miracle 
Thaw may pose a risk of buildup of harmful or unsafe bacteria on the 
food. These facts would be material to consumers in their purchase or 
use of the product. Respondents' failure to disclose these facts, in 
light of the representation made, was, and is, a deceptive practice. 

16. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 

EXIDBITA 

Miracle Thaw TV Commercial, 120 Second, Original Version 

Super: [Copyright] 1994. T.V.P. Corp. All Rights Reserved [small print]. 
Audio: After a hard day at work, it's time for a nice juicy steak. Oh, no! You 

forgot to defrost. 
Super: Miracle Thaw. 
Audio: You need MIRACLE THAW, the incredible new defrosting tray that 

perfectly thaws any frozen food like magic in just minutes. 
Visual: 1 steak on tray, before and after. 
Audio: No chemicals. No batteries. No wires. No microwave rays. Just a space

age metal from Mother Nature that thaws frozen food faster and better 
than anything in the world. 

Visual: 1 whole chicken on tray, before and after. 
Super: No breakable Parts. Natural Thawing Method. 
Audio: Look! This thick frozen steak could take all day to defrost! But watch! 

Simply place it on Miracle Thaw and incredibly, in just 30 minutes, its 
butcher block fresh. 

Visual: 1 steak on tray, before and after. 
Super: Thaws Food in Minutes. 
Audio: These rock hard chicken breasts are perfectly tender in only 13 minutes! 
Visual: 3 breasts on tray at once, before and after. 
Audio: That's frozen fish. 12 minutes later, it's the catch of the day. 
Visual: 1 fish fillet on tray, before and after. 
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Audio: Frozen pork chops are thawed, cool and juicy in just 14 minutes. 
Visual: 6 chops on tray at once, before and after. 

767 

Audio: The secret is in the superconductive metal tray. It absorbs the natural heat 
energy in the air and then releases it directly into the frozen food. 

Super: Natural Heat Conductor. Absorbs Heat From Air. 
Audio: Now, you can defrost any frozen food, just minutes before cooking. Just 

watch this ice cube demonstration. The tray is cool to the touch, but the 
ice cube melts away like it was on a hot griddle. The Miracle Thaw 
Defrosting Tray simply speeds up the natural thawing process. Incredibly, 
the cube has melted down in just seconds. Amazing! 

Super: Ice Cube Demonstration. 
Audio: All day thawing could cause bacteria burgers. But with Miracle Thaw, 

burgers are safely defrosted in just 10 minutes. 
Visual: 6 spoiled thawed hamburger patties on a plate; 6 unspoiled hamburger 

patties on tray at once, before and after. 
Super: No Dangerous Bacteria. 
Audio: Most important, it's lab tested for product and food safet)i. 
Super: Miracle Thaw ... Laboratory Tested ... 100% Safe. 
Audio: Microwave defrosting could ruin your food. You get dry cooked edges, 

causing poor stale flavor. But Miracle Thaw defrosts perfectly every time. 
Food retains the natural juices for the best flavor. 

Visual: 5 assorted cuts on tray at once, before and after. 
Super: Thaws evenly and safely. 
Audio: Miracle Thaw. Instant defrosting. Quick clean-up. Easy storage. Now, 

only $19.95. 
Visual: 6 hamburger patties on tray at once, before and after. 
Audio: Designed to last a lifetime, it's the incredible kitchen miracle you'll use 

every day. 
Visual: 1 whole chicken on tray, before and after. 
Super: Miracle Thaw. Only $19.95. Risk-Free Money Back Guarantee. 
Audio and Super: [ordering information]. 
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EXHIBITB 
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EXHIBITB 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Boston Regional Office 
proposed to present t<:> the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents, their attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and pla~ed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Premier Products, Inc. is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New Jersey, with its offices and principal place ofbusiness 
located at 23 Vreeland Road, Florham Park, New Jersey. 

Respondent T.V. Products, Inc. is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State ofNew Jersey, with its offices and principal place of business 
located at 23 Vreeland Road, Florham Park, New Jersey. 

Respondent T. V .P. Corporation is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New Jersey, with its offices and principal place of business 
located at 23 Vreeland Road, Florham Park, New Jersey. 
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Respondent Michael Sander is an officer of said corporations. He 
formulates, directs and controls the policies, acts and practices of said 
corporations, and his office or principal place of business is located 
at the above stated address. 

Respondent Issie Kroll is an officer of said corporations. He 
formulates, directs and controls the policies, acts and practices of said 
corporations, and his office or principal place of business is located 
at the above stated address. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. "Clearly and prominently" shall mean as follows: 

A. In a television or video advertisement, the disclosure shall be 
presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions ofthe 
advertisement. The audio disclosure shall be delivered in a volume 
and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and 
comprehend it. The video disclosure shall be of a size and shade, and 
shall appear on the screen for a duration, sufficient for an ordinary 
consumer to read and comprehend it. 

B. In a radio advertisement, the disclosure shall be delivered in a 
volume and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and 
comprehend it. 

C. In a print advertisement, the disclosure shall be in a type size, 
and in a location, that are sufficiently noticeable so that an ordinary 
consumer will see and read it, in print that contrasts with the 
background against which it appears. In multipage documents, the 
disclosure shall appear on the cover or first page. 
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D . On a product label, the disclosure shall be in a type size, and 
in a location on the principal display panel, that are sufficiently 
noticeable so that an ordinary consumer will see and read it, in print 
that contrasts with the background against which it appears. 

E. On a product insert, the disc.losure shall be in a type size that 
is sufficiently noticeable so that an ordinary consumer will see and 
read it, in print that contrasts with the background against which it 
appears, and it shall appear before · all written text, other than the 
name of the product or product slogans. 

Nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of the 
disclosure shall be used in any advertisement or on any product label 
or insert. 

3. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean Premier 
Products, Inc., T.V. Products, Inc., T.V.P. Corporation, corporations, 
their successors and assigns and their officers; Michael Sander and 
Issie Kroll, individually and as officers of the corporations; and each 
of the above's agents, representatives and employees. 

4. "In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of any product involving the preparation or 
storage of food in or affecting commerce, shall not misrepresent, in 
any manner, expressly or by implication: 

A. The existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions or 
interpretations of any test, study, or research; 

B. The risk of buildup of harmful or unsafe levels of bacteria on 
food items defrosted, thawed, prepared, or stored using such product; 

C. The amount of time it may take to defrost, thaw, or prepare 
food items using such product; or 

D. The process by which such product achieves any claimed 
defrosting, thawing, or preparation times. 
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II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of any product for use in the preparation or 
storage of food in or affecting commerce, shall not make any 
representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication, about the 
benefits, performance, efficacy or safety of such product, unless, at 
the time the representation is made, respondents possess and rely 
upon competent and reliable evidence, which when appropriate must 
be competent and reliable scientific evidence, that substantiates the 
representation. 

Ill. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Miracle Thaw or any substantially similar 
product in or affecting commerce, shall not make any representation, 
in any manner, expressly or by implication, about the effectiveness, 
usefulness, or appropriateness of such product for defrosting or 
thawing frozen food items, unless it discloses, clearly and 
prominently: 

A. In any advertisement, promotional material, and product label 
for Miracle Thaw or any substantially similar product: 

"SEE INSTRUCTIONS FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 
POTENTIAL FOOD SAFETY RISKS AS SOCIA TED WITH THAWING FOOD 
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE"; and 

B. In a product insert enclosed in each product package for 
Miracle Thaw or any substantially sin1ilar product: 

"CAUTION: THERE IS A POTENTIAL RISK OF HARMFUL OR UNSAFE 
BACTERIA BUILDUP ON PERISHABLE FOOD THAWED AT ROOM 
TEMPERATURE. For more information about thawing food safely, please contact 
the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture's Meat and Poultry Hotline at 1-800-535-4555, or the 
FDA's Seafood Hotline at 1-800-332-4010." 
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IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Premier Products, Inc., 
T.V. Products, Inc., and T. V .P. Corporation, and their successors and 
assigns, and respondents Michael Sander and Issie Kroll shall, for 
five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of any representation 
covered by this order, maintain and upon request make available to 
the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Premier Products, Inc., 
T.V. Products, Inc., and T .V.P. Corporation, and their successors and 
assigns, and respondents Michael Sander and Issie Kroll shall: 

A. Send a copy of this order by first class mail, return receipt 
requested to: 

1. Each purchaser for resale of Miracle Thaw or any substantially 
similar product who purchased from respondents since January 1, 
1992, and each licensee who sells Miracle Thaw or any substantially 
similar product under any licensing agreement with respondents 
entered into prior to the date of service of this order. Such copy shall 
be sent within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order; 
and 

2. For a period of three (3) years following service of this order, 
each purchaser for resale of Miracle Thaw or any substantially similar 
product who purchases from respondents after the date of service of 
this order and who has not already received a copy of this order, and 
each licensee who sells Miracle Thaw or any substantially similar 
product under any licensing agreement with respondents entered into 
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after the date of service of this order and who has not already received 
a copy of this order. Such copy shall be sent within thirty (30) days 
of the initiation of any business transaction with the purchaser for 
resale or licensee; 

B. In the event respondents receive any evidence that subsequent 
to its receipt of a copy of this order any purchaser for resale or 
licensee is using or disseminating any advertisement or promotional 
material that contains any representation prohibited by this order or 
that ·fails to disclose any information required by this order, 
respondents shall immediately notify the purchaser for resale or 
licensee that respondents will terminate their business arrangement 
with said purchaser for resale or licensee if it continues to use such 
advertisements or promotional materials; and 

C. Terminate their business arrangement with any purchaser for 
resale or licensee if respondents receive any evidence that such 
purchaser for resale or licensee has continued to use advertisements 
or promotional materials that contain any representation prohibited 
by this order or that fail to disclose any information required by this 
order after receipt of the notice required by subparagraph B of this 
part. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Premier Products, Inc., 
T.V. Products, Inc., and T.V.P. Corporation, and their successors and 
assigns, and respondents Michael Sander and Issie Kroll shall deliver 
a copy of this order to all current and future principals, officers, 
directors, and managers, and to all current and future employees, 
agents, and representatives having responsibilities with respect to the 
subject matter of this order, and shall secure from each such person 
a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order. 
Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty 
(30) days after the date of service of this order, and to future 
personnel within thirty (30) days after the person assumes such 
position or responsibilities. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Premier Products, Inc., 
T.V. Products, Inc., and T.V.P. Corporatiou and their successors and 
assigns shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to 
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any change in the corporation(s) that may affect compliance 
obligations arising under this order, including but not limited to a 
dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action that would 
result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation or 
dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any acts 
or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy 
petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. Provided, 
however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the corporation 
about which respondents learn less than thirty (30) days prior to the 
date such action is to take place, respondents shall notify the 
Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge. 
All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the 
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Michael Sander and Issie 
Kroll, for a period often (10) years after the date of issuance of this 
order, shall notify the Commission of the discontinuance of their 
current business or employment, or of their affiliation with any new 
business or employment. The notice shall include respondent's new 
business address and telephone number and a description of the 
nature of the business or employment and his duties and 
responsibilities. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by 
certified mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, 
Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Premier Products, Inc., 
T.V. Products, Inc., and T.V.P. Corporation, and their successors and 
assigns, and respondents Michael Sander and Issie Kroll shall, within 
sixty ( 60) days after the date of service of this order, and at such other 
times as the Federal Trade Commission may require, file with the 
Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner 
and form in which they have complied with this order. 
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X. 

This order will terminate on February 26, 2017, or twenty (20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation 
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filir..g 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though 
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed a1;1d the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

J.C. PENNEY COMPANY, INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THECLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3721. Complaint, Feb. 28, 1997--Decision, Feb. 28, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drugs, its 
wholly-owned subsidiary, to divest by March 21, 1997, to a Commission
approved acquirer, a total of 161 drug stores in North and South Carolina. The 
consent order settles allegations that J.C. Penney's proposed acquisition of 
Eckerd Corporation, and 190 Rite Aid drug stores in these two states, violated 
antitrust laws by substantially reducing drug store competition. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: George S. Cary, Michael Moiseyev, Ann 
Malester and William Baer. 

For the respondents: Peter Standish, Wei!, Gotshal & Manges, 
New York, N.Y. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having reason 
to believe that J.C. Penney Company, Inc., through two wholly
owned subsidiaries, Omega Acquisition Corporation and Thrift Drug, 
Inc., all subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, has agreed to 
acquire Eckerd Corporation and certain assets of Rite Aid 
Corporation, in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as 
amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act ("FTC Act"), 15 U.S. C. 45; and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges as 
follows: 

I. DEFINITION 

1. For the purposes of this complaint, "MSA" means Metropolitan 
Statistical Area as defined by the United States Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
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II. RESPONDENTS 

2. Respondent J.C. Penney Company, Inc. ("J.C. Penney") is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and 
principal place of business lqcated at 6501 Legacy Drive, Plano, 
Texas. 

3. Respondent Thrift Drug, Inc. ("Thrift Drug") is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 615 Alpha Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

4. For purposes of this proceeding, respondents are, and at all 
times relevant herein have been, engaged in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 
15 U.S.C. 12, and are corporations whose businesses are in or 
affecting commerce as "commerce" is defmed in Section 4 of the 
FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

III. THE ACQUIRED COMPANIES 

5. Eckerd Corporation ("Eckerd") is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 8333 Bryan Dairy Road, Largo, Florida. 

6. Rite Aid Corporation ("Rite Aid") is a corporation organized, 
existing; and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 30 Hunter Lane, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania. 

7. For purposes ofthis proceeding, Eckerd and Rite Aid are, and 
at all times relevant herein have been, engaged in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 
15 U.S.C. 12, and are corporations whose businesses are in or 
affecting commerce as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the 
FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

IV. THEACQUISITIONS 

8. On October 11, 1996, J.C. Penney's wholly-owned subsidiary, 
Thrift Drug, entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement to acquire 
certain assets of Rite Aid, and on November 2, 1996, J.C. Penney's 
wholly-owned subsidiary, Omega Acquisition Corporation, entered 
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into an Amended and Restated Agreement and Plan of Merger to 
acquire Eckerd (collectively "the Acquisitions"). 

V. THE RELEVANT MARKETS 

9. For purposes of this complaint, the relevant line of commerce 
in which to analyze the effect of the Acquisitions is th~ retail sale of 
pharmacy services to third-party payors. 

10. For purposes of this complaint, the relevant sections of the 
country in which to .analyze the effect of the Acquisitions are: 

a. The state of North Carolina; 
b. The Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, North Carolina-South 

Carolina MSA; 
c. The Greensboro-Winston Salem-High Point, North Carolina 

MSA· 
' 

d. The Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, North Carolina MSA; and 
e. The Charleston-North Charleston, South Carolina MSA. 

11. The relevant markets set forth in paragraphs nine and ten are 
highly concentrated, whether measured by Herfindahl-Hirschmann 
Indices ("HHI") or two-firm and four-firm concentration ratios. 

12. Entry into the relevant markets is difficult or unlikely to occur 
at a sufficient scale to deter or counteract the effect of the 
Acquisitions described in paragraph fourteen. 

13. Thrift Drug, Eckerd and Rite Aid are actual competitors in the 
relevant markets. 

VI. EFFECT OF THE ACQUISITIONS 

14. The effect of the Acquisitions may be substantially to lessen 
competition and to tend to create a monopoly in the relevant markets 
in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S .C. 
18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 
45, in the following ways, among others: 

a. By eliminating direct actual competition between Thrift Drug, 
Eckerd and Rite Aid; 

b. By increasing the likelihood that Thrift Drug will unilaterally 
exercise market power; and 

c. By increasing the likelihood of collusion in the relevant 
markets. 
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15. All of the above increase the likelihood that firms in the 
relevant markets will increase prices and restrict output both _in the 
near future and in the long term. 

VII. VIOLATIONS CHARGED 

16. The acquisition agreements described in paragraph eight 
constitute violations of Section 5 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 
u.s.c. 45. 

17. The Acquisitions described in paragraph eight, if 
consummated, would constitute violations of Section 7 of the Clayton 
Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the FTC Act, as 
amended, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having initiated 
an investigation of the proposed acquisition of Eckerd Corporation 
("Eckerd") and of certain assets of Rite Aid Corporation ("Rite Aid") 
by J.C. Penney Company, Inc. ("J.C. Penney") and Thrift Drug, Inc. 
("Thrift Drug"), and the respondents having been furnished thereafter 
with a copy of a draft of complaint that the Bureau of Competition 
presented to the Commission for its consideration and which, if 
issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with violations 
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 
U.S.C. 45; and 

Respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 

·an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Acts, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
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record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure described in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent J.C .. Pe~ey Company, I~c. is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virt' te of the 
laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 6501 Legacy Drive, Plano, Texas. 

2. Respondent Thrift Drug, Inc., is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws ofthe 
state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 615 Alpha Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

3. The Federal Trade ~ommission bas jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That; as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

A. "J. C. Penney" means J.C. Penney Company, Inc., its directors, 
officers, employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, 
successors, and assigns, and its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, and 
affiliates controlled, directly or indirectly, by J.C. Penney Company, 
Inc., and the respective directors, officers, employees, agents and 
representatives, successors, and assigns of each. 

B. "Thrift Drug" means Thrift Drug, Inc., its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, successors, and 
assigns, and its subsidiaries (including Kerr Drug, Inc.), divisions, 
groups, and affiliates controlled, directly or indirectly, by Thrift Drug, 
Inc., and the respective directors, officers, employees, agents and 
representatives, successors, and assigns of each. 

C. "Rite Aid" means Rite Aid Corporation, its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, successors, and 
assigns, and its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, and affiliates 
controlled, directly or indirectly, by Rite Aid Corporation and the 
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respective directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives, 
successors, and assigns of each. 

D. "Respondents" means J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug. 
E. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission: 
F. ''Acquisitions" means the acquisitions of Eckerd by Omega 

Acquisition Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of J.C. Penney, 
and of certain assets of Rite Aid by Thrift Drug, an indirect, wholly
owned subsidiary of J.C. Penney, pursuant to an agreement dated 
November 2, 1996 and an agreement dated October 11, 1996, 
respectively. 

G. "Retail drug store" means a full-line retail store that carries a 
wide variety of prescription and nonprescription medicmes and 
miscellaneous items, including, but not limited to> drugs, 
pharmaceuticals, patent medicines, sundries, tobacco products, and 
other merchandise. 

H. "MSA" means Metropolitan Statistical Area as defined by the 
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 

I. "Rite Aid Retail Business" means Rite Aid's retail drug store 
business located in the states of North Carolina and South Carolina. 

J. "Rite Aid Retail Assets" means all assets constituting the Rite 
Aid Retail Business, excluding those assets pertaining to the Rite Aid 
trade name, trade dress, trade marks and service marks, and including, 
but not limited to: 

1. Leases and properties; 
2. Zoning approvals and registrations, at the Acquirer's option; 
3. Books, records, reports, dockets and lists relating to the Rite 

Aid Retail Business; 
4. Retail drug store inventory and storage capacity; 
5. Lists of stock keeping units ("SKUs"), e.g., all forms, package 

sizes and other units in which prescription drugs are sold and which 
are used in records of sales; 

6. Lists of all customers, including, but not limited to, third party 
insurers, including all files of names, addresses, and telephone 
numbers of the individual customer contacts, and the unit and dollar 
amounts of sales, by product, to each customer; 

7. All pharmacy files, documents, instruments, papers, books, 
computer files and records and all other records in any media relating 
to the Rite Aid Retail Business; 
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8. All rights, titles and interests in and to the contracts entered 
into in the ordinary course of business with customers (together with 
associated bid and performance bonds), suppliers, sales 
representatives, distributors, agents, personal property lessors, 
personal property lessees, licensors, licensees, consignors and 
consignees, and all names of prescription drug manufacturers and 
distributors under contract with Rite Aid; 

9. All machinery, fixtures, equipment, vehicles, transportation 
facilities, furniture, tools and other tangible personal property; and 

10. Goodwill, tangible and intangible, utilized in retail drug 
stores. 

Provided, however, that Rite Aid Retail Assets shall include only 
such assets as are being acquired in the Acquisitions. 

K. "Rite Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets" means 
Rite Aid's Retail Assets located in the state ofNorth Carolina and in 
the Charleston-North Charleston, South Carolina MSA. 

L. "Thrift Retail Business" means Thrift Drug's retail drug store 
business located in the Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, North Carolina 
MSA, and Thrift Drug's retail drug store business identified in 
Schedule A of this Agreement. 

M. "Thrift Retail Assets" means all assets constituting the Thrift 
Retail Business, excluding those assets pertaining to the Thrift Drug 
or Kerr trade name, trade dress, trade marks and service marks, and 
including, but not limited to: 

1. Leases and properties; 
2. Zoning approvals and registrations, at the Acquirer's option; 
3. Books, records, reports, dockets and lists relating to the Thrift 

Retail Business; 
4. Retail drug store inventory and storage capacity; 
5. Lists of stock keeping units ("SKUs"), e.g., all forms, package 

sizes and other units in which prescription drugs are sold and which 
are used in records of sales; 

6. Lists of all customers, including, but not limited to, third party 
insurers, including all files of names, addresses, and telephone 
numbers of the individual customer contacts, and the unit and dollar 
amounts of sales, by product, to each customer; 

7. All pharmacy files, documents, instruments, papers, books, 
computer files and records and all other records in any media relating 
to the Thrift Retail Business; 
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8. All rights; titles and interests in and to the contracts entered 
into in the ordinary course of business with customers (together with 
associated bid and performance bonds), suppliers, sales 
representatives, distributors, agents, personal property lessors, 
personal property lessees, licensors, licensees, consignors and 
consignees, and all mqnes of prescription drug manufacturers and 
distributors under contract with Thrift Drug; 

9. All machinery, fixtures, equipment, vehicles, transportation 
facilities, furniture, tools and other tangible personal property; and 

10. Goodwill, tangible and intangible, utilized in retail drug 
stores. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondents shall divest, absolutely and in good faith, the Rite 
Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail 
Assets to an acquirer that receives the prior approval of the 
Commission, and only in a manner that receives the prior approval of 
the Commission, within four (4) months of the date the Agreement 
Containing Consent Order in this matter was signed by respondents; 
provided, however, that respondents shall not acquire any of the Rite 
Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets until respondents have 
entered into an agreement that has received the prior approval of the 
Commission to divest the Rite Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail 
Assets. 

B. If respondents do not divest the Thrift Retail Assets pursuant 
to paragraph II.A, respondents shall divest the Thrift Retail Assets to 
an acquirer that receives the prior approval of the Commission, and 
only in a manner that receives the prior approval of the Commission, 
within five (5) months of the date the Agreement Containing Consent 
Order in this matter was signed by the respondents. 

C. The purpose of the divestiture of the Rite Aid North 
Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets is to 
ensure the continuation of the Rite Aid North Carolina/Charleston 
Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets as ongoing viable 
enterprises engaged in the retail drug store business providing retail 
pharmacy services to third-party payors and to remedy any lessening 
of competition resulting from the Acquisitions as alleged in the 
Commission's complaint. 
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III. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. If respondents have not divested absolutely and in good faith 
the Rite Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets and the Thrift 
Retail Assets pursuant to paragraph II.A of this order, the 
Commission may appoint a trustee to di~est the Rite Aid Retail 
Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets; or if the respondents have not 
divested absolutely and in good faith the Thrift Retail Assets pursuant 
to paragraph II.B of this order, the Commission may appoint a trustee 
to divest the Thrift Retail Assets. In the event that the Commission 
brings an action pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act,.15 U.S.C. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by the 
Commission, respondents shall consent to the appointment of a 
trustee in such action. Neither the appointment of a trustee nor a 
decision not to appoint a trustee under this paragraph shall preclude 
the Commission from seeking civil penalties or any other relief 
available to it, including a court-appointed trustee pursuant to Section 
5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, or any other statute 
enforced by the Commission, for any failure by respondents to 
comply with this order. 

B. If a trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant 
to paragraph III.A of this order, respondents shall consent to the 
following terms and conditions regarding the trustee's powers, duties, 
authority, and responsibilities: 

1. The Commission shall select the trustee, subject to the consent 
of respondents, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
The trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise in 
acquisitions and divestitures. If respondents have not opposed, in 
writing, including the reasons for opposing, the selection of any 
proposed trustee within ten (10) days after receipt of written notice by 
the staff of the Commission to respondents of the identity of any 
proposed trustee, respondents shall be deemed to have consented to 
the selection of the proposed trustee. 

2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission, the trustee 
shall serve as an agent of the Commission and -shall have the 
exclusive power and authority to divest the Rite Aid Retail Assets 
and the Thrift Retail Assets. 
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3. Within ten ( 1 0) days after appointment of the trustee, 
respondents shall execute a trust agreement that, subject to the prior 
approval of the Commission, and in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, of the court, transfers to the trustee all rights and powers 
necessary to permit the trustee to effect the divestiture required by 
this order. 

4. The trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the date the 
Commission approves the trust agreement described in paragraph 
III.B.3 to .accomplish the divestiture, which shall be subject to the 
prior approval of the Commission. If, however, at the end of the 
twelve (12) month period, the trustee has submitted a plan of 
divestiture or believes that divestiture can be achieved within a 
reasonable time, the divestiture period may be extended by the 
Commission, or in the case of a court-appointed trustee, by the court; 
provided, however, the Commission may extend this period only two 
(2) times for up to twelve (12) months each time. 

5. The trustee shall have full and complete access to the 
personnel, books, records and facilities related to the Rite Aid Retail 
Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets or to any other relevant 
information, as the trustee may reasonably request. Respondents shall 
develop such financial or other information as such trustee may 
reasonably request and shall cooperate with the trustee. Respondents 
shall take no action to interfere with or impede the trustee's 
accomplishment of the divestiture. Any delays in divestiture caused 
by respondents shall extend the time for divestiture under this 
paragraph in an amount equal to the delay, as determined by the 
Commission or, for a court-appointed trustee, by the court. 

6. The trustee shall use his or her best efforts to negotiate the most 
favorable price and terms available in each contract that is submitted 
to the Commission, subject to the trustee's fiduciary duty to the 
Commission and to respondents' absolute and unconditional 
obligation to divest at no minimum price. The divestiture shall be 
made to an acquirer that receives the prior approval of the 
Commission and only in a manner that receives the prior approval of 
the Commission. In the event that the trustee receives bona fide offers 
from more than one acquiring entity, the trustee shall submit all such 
bids to the Commission, and if the Commission determines to 
approve more than one such acquiring entity for the Rite Aid Retail 
Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets, the trustee shall divest to the 
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acquiring entity selected by respondents from among those approved 
by the Commission. 

7. The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the 
cost and expense of respondents, on such reasonable and customary 
terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The 
trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of 
respondents, and at reasonable fees, such consultants, accountants, 
attorneys, investment bankers, business brokers, appraisers, and other 
representatives and assistants as are necessary to carry out the 
trustee's duties and responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all 
monies derived from the divestiture and all expenses incurred. After 
approval by the Commission and, in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, by the court, of the account of the trustee, including fees for 
his or her services, all remaining monies shall be paid at the direction 
of the respondents, and the trustee's power shall be terminated. The 
trustee's compensation shall be based at least in significant part on a 
commission arrangement contingent on the trustee's divesting the Rite 
Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets. 

8. Respondents shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee 
harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses 
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the trustee's 
duties, all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses incurred in 
connection with the preparation for, or defense of any claim, whether 
or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent that such 
liabilities, losses, damages, claims, or expenses result from 
misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith by 
the trustee. 

9. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute 
trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in 
paragraph liLA of this order. 

10. The Commission or, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, 
the court, may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee 
issue such additional orders or directions as may be reasonably 
necessary or appropriate to accomplish the divestiture required by this 
order. 

11. The trustee shall also divest such additional ancillary assets 
and businesses and effect such arrangements as are necessary to 
assure the marketability and the viability and competitiveness of the 
Rite Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets. 
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12. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or 
maintain the Rite Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets. 

13. The trustee shall report in writing to respondents and the 
Commission every sixty (60) days concerning the trustee's efforts to 
accomplish divestiture. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Pending divestiture of the Rite Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift 
Retail Assets, respondents shall take such actions as are necessary to 
maintain the viability, competitiveness, and marketability of the Rite 
Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets consistent with 
paragraphs II and ill of this order and to prevent the destruction, 
removal, wasting, deterioration, or impairment of the Rite Aid Retail 
Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets except in the ordinary course of 
business and except for ordinary wear and tear. 

B. Respondents shall comply with all the terms of the Asset 
Maintenance Agreement attached to this order and made a part hereof 
as Appendix I. The Asset Maintenance Agreement shall continue in 
effect until such time as respondents have complied with the 
divestiture requirements of the order. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That within thirty (30) days after the date 
this order becomes final and every thirty (30) days thereafter until 
respondents have fully complied with the provisions of paragraphs II 
and III of this order, respondents shall submit to the Commission 
verified written reports setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they intend to con1ply, are complying, and have complied with 
paragraphs II and III. Respondents shall include in their compliance 
reports, among other things that are required from time to time, a full 
description of the efforts being made to comply with paragraphs II 
and III of the order, including a description of proposals for 
divestiture and the identity of all parties contacted. Respondents shall 
include in their compliance reports copies of all written 
communications to and from such parties concerning divestiture. 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall notify the 
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in 
respondents such as dissolution, assignment, sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation to respondents, or the creation 
or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in respondents that 
may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of determining or 
securing compliance with this order, respondents shall permit any 
duly authorized representative of the Commission: 

A. Upon five days' written notice to respondents, access, during 
office hours and in the presence of counsel, to inspect and copy all 
books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda and other 
records and documents in the possession or under the control of 
respondents relating to any matters contained in this order; and 

B. Upon five days' written notice to respondents and without 
restraint or interference from respondents, to interview respondents 
or officers, directors, or employees of respondents in the presence of 
counsel. 

Kerr Store Number 8549 
Lakewood Shopping Center 
2000 Chapel Hill Road 
Durham, NC 27704 

Kerr Store Number 8556 
Erwin Square 
737 Ninth Street 
Durham, NC 27705 

Kerr Store Number 8566 
University Mall 
201-1 0 Estes Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Kerr Store Number 8550 
North Duke Mall 
3600 North Duke Street 
Durham, NC 27704 

SCHEDULE A 

Kerr Store Number 8935 
Cary Village Mall 
1105 Walnut Street 
Cary, NC 27511 

Kerr Store Number 8933 
South Square Shopping Center 
4001 Chapel Hill Boulevard 
Durham, NC 27707 

Kerr Store Number 8531 
Nortluidge Shopping Center 
8140 Falls ofthe Neuse Road 
Raleigh, NC 27689 

Kerr Store Number 8943 
Harvest Plaza 
9650 Strickland Road 
Raleigh, NC 27615 
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Kerr Store Number 8541 
Longview Shopping Center 
2116 East New Bern Avenue 
Raleigh, NC 27610 

Kerr Store Number 8537 
Eastgate Shopping Center 
4025 Old Wake Forest Road 
Raleigh, NC 27609 

Decision and Order 

Kerr Store Number 8602 
Triangle East Centre 
134 Wakelon Street 
Zebulon, NC 27597 

Kerr Store Number 8530 
Towne North Plaza 
8385 Creedmoor Road 
Raleigh, NC 27612 

Kerr Store Number 8904 
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Kerr Store Number 8553 
Loehman's Plaza 
1821 Hilandale Road 
Durham, NC 27705 

Preston Comers Shopping Center 
920 High House Road 

Kerr Store Number 8929 
Crabtree Valley Mall 
4325 Glenwood A venue 
Raleigh, NC 27612 

Kerr Store Number 8538 
South Hills Mall 
1255 Buck Jones Road 
Raleigh, NC 27606 

Kerr Store Number 8595 
North Hills Mall 
Six Forks Road 
Raleigh, NC 27609 

Kerr Store Number 8539 
Mission Valley Shopping Center 
2233-113 Avant Ferry Road 
Raleigh, NC 27605 

Kerr Store Number 8534 
Tower Shopping Center 
Newbern A venue 
Raleigh, NC 27610 

Cary, NC 27513 

Kerr Store Number 8547 
The Village Shopping Center 
613 Wellons Village 
Dlirham, NC 27703 

APPENDIX I 

ASSET MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 

This Asset Maintenance Agreement ("Agreement") is by and 
between J.C. Penney Company, Inc. ("J.C. Penney"), a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 6501 Legacy Drive, Plano, Texas; Thrift Drug, 
Inc. ("Thrift Drug"), a corporation organized, existing, and doing 
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business under and by virtue of the laws of the state of Delaware,. 
with its office and principal place ofbusiness located at 615 Alpha 
Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and the Federal Trade Commission 
("Commission"), an independent agency of the United . States 
Government, established under the Federal Trade Commission Act of 
1914, 15 U.S.C. 41, et seq. (collectively "the Parties"). 

PREMISES 

Whereas, J.C. Penney (through a wholly-owned subsidiary, 
Omega Acquisition Corporation) agreed to acquire Eckerd 
Corporation ("the Eckerd Acquisition"), pursuant to an agreement 
dated November 2, 1996, and J.C. Penney (through a wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Thrift Drug, Inc.) agreed to acquire certain assets qfthe 
Rite Aid Corporation ("the Rite Aid Acquisition"), pursuant to an 
agreement dated October 11 , 1996, respectively (collectively "the 
Acquisitions"); and 

Whereas, the Commission is now investigating the Acquisitions 
to determine if they ·would violate any of the statutes enforced by the 
Commission; and 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order, the Commission is required to place it on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days for public comment and may 
subsequently withdraw such acceptance pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 2.34 of the Commission's Rules; and 

Whereas, the Commission is concerned that if an agreement is not 
reached preserving the status quo ante of the Rite Aid Retail Assets 
and the Thrift Retail Assets as described in the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order ("Assets") during the period prior to their divestiture, 
any divestiture resulting from any administrative proceeding 
challenging the legality of the Acquisitions might not be possible, or 
might produce a less than effective remedy; and 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the consent order or a 
modified consent order, and J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug have not 
divested the Assets or such other assets as are specified in the consent 
order or in a modified consent order, in accordance with the consent 
order or modified order respectively, the Commission may appoint a 
trustee to divest the Assets and such additional assets as are identified 
in the consent order or in a modified consent order; and 

Whereas, the Commission is concerned that prior to divestiture to 
an acquirer approved by the Commission, it may be necessary to 
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preserve the continued viability and competitiveness of the Assets; 
and 

Whereas, the purpose of this Agreement and of the consent order 
is to preserve the Assets pending the divestiture to an acquirer 
approved by the Commission under the terms of the order, in order to 
remedy any anticompetitive effect~ of the Acquisitions; and 

Whereas, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug entering into this 
Agreement shall in no way be construed as an admission by J.C. 
Penney or Thrift Drug that the Acquisitions are illegal; and 

Whereas, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug understand that no act or 
transaction contemplated by this Agreement shall be deemed immune 
or exempt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the Federal 
Trade Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this 
Agreement. 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the Commission's agreement 
that at the time it accepts the consent order for public comment it will 
grant early termination of the Hart-Scott-Rodino waiting periods, the 
Parties agree as follows: 

TERMS OF AGREEMENT 

1. J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug agree to execute, and upon its 
issuance to be bound by, the attached consent order. The Parties 
further agree that each term defined in the attached consent order 
shall have the same meaning in this Agreement. 

2. Unless the Commission brings an action to seek to enjoin the 
proposed Rite Aid Acquisition or the proposed Eckerd Acquisition 
pursuant to Section 13(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. 53(b), and obtains a temporary restraining order or 
preliminary injunction blocking the proposed Rite Aid Acquisition or 
the proposed Eckerd Acquisition, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug will be 
free to close the Rite Aid Acquisition after December 8, 1996, subject 
to the terms of the order, and the Eckerd Acquisition after December 
6, 1996. 

3. J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug agree that from the date this 
Agreement is signed until the earlier of the dates listed in 

"' subparagraphs 3.a- 3.b, they will comply with the provisions of this 
Agreement: 

a. Three ~usiness days after the Commission withdraws its 
acceptance of the consent order pursuant to the provisions of Section 
2.34 of the Commission's Rules; or 
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b. On the day the divestitures set out in the consent order have 
been completed. 

4. J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug shall maintain the competitiveness 
of the Assets. This includes, but is not limited to, the maintaining of 
promotions and discount policies as well as the continuation of 
specific store services (i.e., hours of operation and operation of 
specific departments). 

5. Until J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug have divested the Assets or 
other assets pursuant to paragraphs II and III of the consent order or 
such assets as are specified pursuant to a modified consent order, J.C. 
Penney and Thrift Drug shall continue to offer those Thrift Drug 
customers who receive third-party pharmacy services at Thrift Drug 
the same type of pharmacy service at any retail drug store that 
constitutes a part of the Thrift Retail Assets. 

6. Should the Commission seek in any proceeding to compel J.C. 
Penney and Thrift Drug to divest themselves of the Assets or such 
other assets as specified in the consent order or in a modified consent 
order or to seek any other injunctive or equitable relief, J.C. Penney 
and Thrift Drug shall not raise any objection based upon the 
expiration of the applicable Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust 
Improvements Act waiting period or the fact that the Commission has 
not sought to enjoin the Acquisitions. J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug 
also waive all rights to contest the validity of this Agreement. 

7. For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with 
this Agreement, subject to any legally recognized privilege, and upon 
written request with five (5) days' notice to J.C. Penney or Thrift 
Drug and to their principal offices, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug shall 
permit any duly authorized representative or representatives of the 
Commission: 

a. Access during the office hours of J.C. Penney or Thrift Drug, 
in the presence of counsel, to inspect and copy all books, ledgers, 
accounts, correspondence, memoranda and other records and 
documents in the possession or under the control of J.C. Penney or 
Thrift Drug relating to compliance with this Agreement; and . 

b. To interview officers or employees of J.C. Penney or Thrift 
Drug, who may have counsel present, regarding any such matters. 

8. This Agreement shall not be binding until approved by the 
Commission. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

J.C. PENNEY COMPANY, INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THECLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE . 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3722. Complaint, Feb. 28, 1997--Decision, Feb. 28, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drugs, its 
wholly-owned subsidiary, to divest by March 21, 1997, to a Commission
approved acquirer, a total of 161 drug stores in North and South Carolina. The 
consent order settles allegations that J.C. Penney's proposed acquisition of 190 
Rite Aid drug stores in these two states and Eckerd Corporation, violated 
antitrust laws by substantially reducing drug store competition. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: GeorgeS. Cary, Michael Moiseyev, Ann 
Malester and William Baer. 

For the respondents: Peter Standish, Wei/, Gotshal & Manges, 
New York, N.Y. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having reason 
to believe that J.C. Penney Company, Inc., through two wholly
owned subsidiaries, Omega Acquisition Corporation and Thrift Drug, 
Inc., all subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, has agreed to 
acquire Eckerd Corporation and certain assets of Rite Aid 
Corporation, in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as 
amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act ("FTC Act"), 15 U.S.C. 45; and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges as 
follows: 

I. DEFINITION 

1. For the purposes of this complaint, "MSA" means Metropolitan 
Statistical Area as defined by the United States Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
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II. RESPONDENTS 

2. Respondent J.C. Penney Company, Inc. ("J.C. Penney") is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and 
principal place of business located at 6501 Legacy Drive, Plano, 
Texas. 

3. Respondent Thrift Drug, Inc. ("Thrift Drug") is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the state ofDelaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 615 Alpha Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

4. For purposes of this proceeding, respondents are, and at all 
times relevant herein have been, engaged in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 
15 U.S.C. 12, and are corporations whose businesses are in or 
affecting commerce as "commerce" is defmed in Section 4 of the 
FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

III. THE ACQUIRED COMPANIES 

5. Eckerd Corporation ("Eckerd") is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 8333 Bryan Dairy Road, Largo, Florida. 

6. Rite Aid Corporation ("Rite Aid") is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 30 Hunter Lane, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania. 

7. For purposes of this proceeding, Eckerd and Rite Aid are, and 
at all times relevant herein have been, engaged in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 
15 U.S.C. 12, and are corporations whose businesses are in or 
affecting commerce as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the 
FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

IV. THE ACQUISITIONS 

8. On October 11, 1996, J.C. Penney's wholly-owned subsidiary, 
Thrift Drug, entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement to acquire 
certain assets of Rite Aid, and on November 2, 1996, J.C. Penney's 
wholly-owned subsidiary, Omega Acquisition Corporation, entered 
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into an Amended and Restated Agreement and Plan of Merger to 
acquire Eckerd (collectively "the Acquisitions"). 

V. THE RELEVANT MARKETS 

9. For pwposes of this complaint, the relevant line of commerce 
in which to analyze the effect of the Acquisitions is the retail sale of 
pharmacy services to third-party payors. 

10. For purposes of this complaint, the relevant sections of the 
country in which to analyze the effect of the Acquisitions are: 

a. The state ofNorth Carolina; 
b. The Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, North Carolina-South 

Carolina MSA; 
c. The Greensboro-Winston Salem-High Point, North Carolina 

MSA· 
' 

d. The Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, North Carolina MSA; and 
e. The Charleston-North Charleston, South Carolina MSA. 

11. The relevant markets set forth in paragraphs nine and ten are 
highly concentrated, whether measured by Herfindahl-Hirschmann 
Indices ("HHI") or two-firm and four-firm concentration ratios. 

12. Entry into the relevant markets is difficult or unlikely to occur 
at a sufficient scale to deter or counteract the effect of the 
Acquisitions described in paragraph fourteen .. 

13. Thrift Drug, Eckerd and Rite Aid are actual competitors in the 
relevant markets. 

VI. EFFECT OF THE ACQUISITIONS 

14. The effect of the Acquisitions may be substantially to lessen 
competition and to tend to create a monopoly in the relevant markets 
in violation of Section 7 ofthe Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 
18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 
45, in the following ways, among others: 

a. By eliminating direct actual competition between Thrift Drug, 
Eckerd and Rite Aid; 

b. By increasing the likelihood that Thrift Drug will unilaterally 
exercise market power; and 

c. By increasing the likelihood of collusion in the relevant 
markets. 
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15. All of the above increase the likelihood that firms in the 
relevant markets will increase prices and restrict output both in the 
·near future and in the long term. 

VII. VIOLATIONS CHARGED 

16. The acquisition agreements described in paragraph eight 
constitute violations of Section 5 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 
u.s.c. 45. 

1 7. The Acquisitions described in paragraph eight, if 
consummated, would constitute violations of Section 7 of the Clayton 
Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18;and Section 5 of the FTC Act, as 
amended, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having initiated 
an investigation of the proposed acquisition of Eckerd Corporation 
("Eckerd") and of certain assets of Rite Aid Corporation ("Rite Aid") 
by J.C. Penney Company, Inc. ("J.C. Penney") and Thrift Drug, Inc. 
("Thrift Drug"), and the respondents having been furnished thereafter 
with a copy of a draft of complaint that the Bureau of Competition 
presented to the Commission for its consideration and which, if 
issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with violations 
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 
U.S.C. 45; and 

Respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Acts, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
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record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure described in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent J.C. Penney Company, Inc. is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 6501 Legacy Drive, Plano, Texas. 

2. Respondent Thrift Drug, Inc., is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 615 Alpha Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction ofth~ subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

A. "J. C. Penney" means J.C. Penney Company, Inc., its directors, 
officers, employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, 
successors, and assigns, and its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, and 
affiliates controlled, directly or indirectly, by J.C. Penney Company, 
Inc., and the respective directors, officers, employees, agents and 
representatives, successors, and assigns of each. 

B. "Thrift Drug" means Thrift Drug, Inc., its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, successors, and 
assigns, and its subsidiaries (including Kerr Drug, Inc.), divisions, 
groups, and affiliates controlled, directly or indirectly, by Thrift Drug, 
Inc., and the respective directors, officers, employees, agents and 
representatives, successors, and assigns of each. 

C. "Rite Aid'' means Rite Aid Corporation, its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, successors, and 
assigns, and its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, and affiliates 
controlled, directly qr indirectly, by Rite Aid Corporation and the 
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respective directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives, 
successors, and assigns of each. 

D. ''Respondents" means J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug. 
E. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission. 
F. ''Acquisitions" means the acquisitions of Eckerd by Omega 

Acquisition Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of J.C. Penney, 
and of certain assets of Rite Aid by Thrift Drug, an indirect, wholly
owned subsidiary of J .C. Penney, pursuant to an agreement dated 
November 2, 1996 and an agreement dated October 11, 1996, 
respectively. 

G. ''Retail drug store" means a full-line retail store that carries a 
wide variety of prescription and nonprescription medicines and 
miscellaneous items, including, but not limited to, drugs, 
pharmaceuticals, patent medicines, sundries, tobacco products, and 
other merchandise. 

H. "MSA" means Metropolitan Statistical Area as defined by the 
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 

I. "Rite Aid Retail Business" means Rite Aid's retail drug store 
business located in the states ofNorth Carolina and South Carolina. 

J. "Rite Aid Retail Assets" means all assets constituting the Rite 
Aid Retail Business, excluding those assets pertaining to the Rite Aid 
trade name, trade dress, trade marks and service marks, and including, 
but not limited to: 

1. Leases and properties; 
2. Zoning approvals and registrations, at the Acquirer's option; 
3. Books, records, reports, dockets and lists relating to the Rite 

Aid Retail Business; 
4. Retail drug store inventory and storage capacity; 
5. Lists of stock keeping units ("SKUs"), e.g., all forms, package 

sizes and other units in which prescription drugs are sold and which 
are used in records of sales; 

6. Lists of all customers, including, but not limited to, third party 
insurers, including all files of names, addresses, and telephone 
numbers of the individual customer contacts, and the unit and dollar 
amounts of sales, by product, to each customer; 

7. All pharmacy files, documents, instruments, papers, books, 
computer files and records and all other records in any media relating 
to the Rite Aid Retail Business; 
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8. All rights, titles and interests in and to the contracts entered 
into in the ordinary course ofbusiness with customers (together with 
associated bid and performance bonds), suppliers, sales 
representatives, distributors, agents, personal property lessors, 
personal property lessees, licensors, licensees, consignors and 
consignees, and all names of prescription drug manufacturers and 
distributors under contract ·with :Rite Aid; 

9. All machinery, fixtures, equipment, vehicles, transportation 
facilities, furniture, tools and other tangible personal property; and 

10. Goodwill, tangible and intangible, utilized in retail drug 
stores. 

Provided, however, that Rite Aid Retail Assets shall include only 
such assets as are being acquired in the Acquisitions. 

K. "Rite Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets" means 
Rite Aid's Retail Assets located in the state of North Carolina and in 
the Charleston-North Charleston, South Carolina MSA . 

. L. "Thrift Retail Business" means Thrift Drug's retail drug store 
business located in the Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, North Carolina 
MSA, and Thrift Drug's retail drug store business identified in 
Schedule A of this Agreement. 

M. "Thrift Retail Assets" means all assets constituting the Thrift 
Retail Business, excluding those assets pertaining to the Thrift Drug 
or Kerr trade name, trade dress, trade marks and service marks, and 
including, but not limited to: 

1. Leases and properties; 
2. Zoning approvals and registrations, at the Acquirer's option; 
3. Books, records, reports, dockets and lists relating to the Thrift 

Retail Business; . 
4. Retail drug store inventory and storage capacity; 
5. Lists of stock keeping units ("SKUs"), e.g., all forms, package 

sizes and other units in which prescription drugs are sold and which 
are used in records of sales; 

6. Lists of all customers, including, but not limited to, third party 
insurers, including all files of names, addresses, and telephone 
numbers of the individual customer contacts, and the unit and dollar 
amounts of sales, by product, to each customer; 

7. All pharmacy files, documents, instruments, papers, books, 
computer fi les and records and all other records in any media relating 
to the Thrift Retail Business; 
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8. All rights, titles and interests in and to the contracts entered 
into in the ordinary course ofbusiness with customers (together with 
associated bid and performance bonds), suppliers, sales 
representatives, distributors, agents, personal property lessors, 
personal property lessees, licensors, licensees, consignors and 
consignees, and all names of prescription drug manufacturers and 
distributors under contract with Thrift Drug; 

9. All machinery, fixtures, equipment, vehicles, transportation 
facilities, furniture, tools and other tangible personal property; and 

10. Goodwill, tangible and intangible, utilized in retail drug 
stores. 

n. 
It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondents shall divest, absolutely and in good faith, the Rite 
Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail 
Assets to an acquirer that receives the prior approval of the 
Commission, and only in a manner that receives the prior approval of 
the Commission, within four (4) months of the date the Agreement 
Containing Consent Order in this matter was signed by respondents; 
provided, however, that respondents shall not acquire any of the Rite 
Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets until respondents have 
entered into an agreement that has received the prior approval of the 
Commission to divest the Rite Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail 
Assets. 

B. If respondents do not divest the Thrift Retail Assets pursuant 
to paragraph II.A, respondents shall divest the Thrift Retail Assets to 
an acquirer that receives the prior approval of the Commission, and 
only in a manner that receives the prior approval of the Commission, 
within five (5) months of the date the Agreement Containing Consent 
Order in this matter was signed by the respondents. 

C. The purpose of the divestiture of the Rite Aid North 
Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets is to 
ensure the continuation of the Rite Aid North Carolina/Charleston 
Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets as ongoing viable 
enterprises engaged in the retail drug store business providing retail 
pharmacy services to third-party payors and to remedy any lessening 
of competition resulting from the Acquisitions as alleged in the 
Commission's complaint. 
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III. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. If respondents have not divested absolutely and in good faith 
the Rite Aid North Carolina/Charleston Retail Assets and the Thrift 
Retail Assets pursuant to paragraph II.A of this order, the 
Commission may appoint a trustee to divest the Rite Aid Retail 
Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets; or if the respondents have not 
divested absolutely and in good faith the Thrift Retail Assets pursuant 
to paragraph II.B of this order, the Commission may appoint a trustee 
to divest the Thrift Retail Assets. In the event that the Commission 
brings an action pursuant to Section. 5(1) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by the 
Commission, respondents shall consent to the appointment of a 
trustee in such action. Neither the appointment of a trustee nor a 
decision not to appoint a trustee under this paragraph shall preclude 
the Commission from seeking civil penalties or any other relief 
available to it, including a court-appointed trustee pursuant to Section 
5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, or any other statute 
enforced by the Commission, for any failure by respondents to 
comply with this order. 

B. If a trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant 
to paragraph liLA of this order, respondents shall consent to the 
following terms and conditions regarding the trustee's powers, duties, 
authority, and responsibilities: 

1. The Commission shall select the trustee, subject to the consent 
of respondents, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
The trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise in 
acquisitions and divestitures. If respondents have not opposed, in 
writing, including the reasons for opposing, the selection of any 
proposed trustee within ten (1 0) days after receipt of written notice by 
the staff of the Commission to respondents of the identity of any 
proposed trustee, respondents shall be deemed to have consented to 
the selection of the proposed trustee. 

2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission, the trustee 
shall serve as an agent of the Commission and shall have the 
exclusive power and authority to divest the Rite Aid Retail Assets 
and the Thrift Retail Assets. 
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3. Within ten (10) days after appointment of the trustee, 
respondents shall execute a trust agreement that, subject to the prior 
approval of the Commission, and in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, of the court, transfers to the trustee all rights and powers 
necessary to permit the trustee to effect the divestiture required by 
this order. 

4. The trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the date the 
Commission approves the trust agreement described in paragraph 
IILB.3 to accomplish the divestiture, which shall be subject to the 
prior approval of the Commission. If, however, at the end of the 
twelve (12) month period, the trustee has submitted a plan of 
divestiture or believes that divestiture can be achieved within a 
reasonable time, the divestiture period may be extended by the 
Commission, or in the case of a court-appointed trustee, by the court; 
provided, however, the Commission may extend this period only two 
(2) times for up to twelve (12) months each time. 

5. The trustee shall have full and complete access to the 
personnel, books, records and faciliti_es related to the Rite Aid Retail 
Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets or to any other relevant 
information, as the trustee may reasonably request. Respondents shall 
develop such financial or other information as such trustee may 
reasonably request and shall cooperate with the trustee. Respondents 
shall take no action to interfere with or impede the trustee's 
accomplishment of the divestiture. Any delays in divestiture caused 
by respondents shall extend the time for divestiture under this 
paragraph in an amount equal to the delay, as determined by the 
Commission or, for a court-appointed trustee, by the court. 

6. The trustee shall use his or her best efforts to negotiate the most 
favorable price and terms available in each contract that is submitted 
to the Commission, subject to the trustee's · fiduciary duty to the 
Commission and to respondents' absolute and unconditional 
obligation to divest at no minimum price. The divestiture shall be 
made to an acquirer that receives the prior approval of the 
Commission and only in a manner that receives the prior approval of 
the Commission. In the event that the trustee receives bona fide offers 
from more than one acquiring entity, the trustee shall subn1it all such 
bids to the Commission, and if the Commission determines to 
approve more than one such acquiring entity for the Rite Aid Retail 
Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets, the trustee shall divest to the 
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acquiring entity selected by respondents from an1ong those approved 
by the Commission. 

7. The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the 
cost and expense of respondents, on such reasonable and customary 
terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The 
trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of 
respondents, and at reasonable fees, such consultants, accountants, 
attorneys, investment bankers, business brokers, appraisers, and other 
representatives and assistants as are necessary to carry out the 
trustee's duties and responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all 
monies derived from the divestiture and all expenses incurred. After 
approval by the Commission and, in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, by the court, of the account of the trustee, including fees for 
his or her services, all remaining monies shall be paid at the direction 
of the respondents, and the trustee's power shall be terminated. The 
trustee's compensation shall be based at least in significant part on a 
commission arrangement contingent on the trustee's divesting the Rite 
Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets. . 

8. Respondents shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee 
harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses 
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the trustee's 
duties, all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses incurred in 
connection with the preparation for, or defense of any claim, whether 
or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent that such 
liabilities, losses, damages, claims, or expenses result from 
misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith by 
the trustee. 

9. If the .trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute 
trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in 
paragraph liLA of this order. 

10. The Commission or, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, 
the court, may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee 
issue such additional orders or directions as may be reasonably 
necessary or appropriate to accomplish the divestiture required by this 
order. 

11. The trustee shall also divest such additional ancillary assets 
and businesses and effect such arrangements as are necessary to 
assure the marketability and the viability and competitiveness of the 
Rite Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets. 
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12. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or 
maintain the Rite Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets. 

13. The trustee shall report in writing to respondents and the 
Commission every sixty (60) days concerning the trustee's efforts to 
accomplish divestiture. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Pending divestiture of the Rite Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift 
Retail Assets, respondents shall take such actions as are necessary to 
maintain the viability, competitiveness, and marketability of the Rite 
Aid Retail Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets consistent with 
paragraphs II and III of this order and to prevent the destruction, 
removal, wasting, deterioration, or impairment of the Rite Aid Retail 
Assets and the Thrift Retail Assets except in the ordinary course of 
business and except for ordinary wear and tear. 

B . Respondents shall comply with all the terms of the Asset 
Maintenance Agreement attached to this order and made a part hereof 
as Appendix I. The Asset Maintenance Agreement shall continue in 
effect until such time as respondents have complied with the 
divestiture requirements of the order. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That within thirty (30) days after the date 
this order becomes final and every thirty (30) days thereafter until 
respondents have fully complied with the provisions of paragraphs II 
and III of this order, respondents shall submit to the Commission 
verified written reports setting forth in detail th~ manner and form in 
which they intend to comply, are complying, and have complied with 
paragraphs II and III. Respondents shall include in their compliance 
reports, among other things that are required from time to time, a full 
description of the efforts being made to comply with paragraphs II 
and III of the order, including a description of proposals for 
divestiture and the identity of all parties contacted. Respondents shall 
include in their compliance reports copies of all written 
communications to and from such parties concerning divestiture. 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall notify the 
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in 
respondents such as dissolution, assignment, sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation to respondents, or the creation 
or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in respondents that 
may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of determining or 
securing compliance with this order, respondents shall permit any 
duly authorized representative of the Commission: 

A. Upon five days' written notice to respondents, access, during 
office hours and in the presence of counsel, to inspect and copy all 
books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda and other 
records and documents in the possession or under the control of 
respondents relating to any matters contained in this order; and 

B. Upon five days' written notice to respondents and without 
restraint or interference from respondents, to interview respondents 
or officers, directors, or employees of respondents in the presence of 
counsel. 

Kerr Store Number 8549 
Lakewood Shopping Center 
2000 Chapel Hill Road 
Durham, NC 27704 

Kerr Store Number 8556 
Erwin Square 
737 Ninth Street 
Durham, NC 27705 

Kerr Store Number 8566 
University Mall 
201 -10 Estes Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Kerr Store Number 8550 
North Duke Mall 
3600 North Duke Street 
Durham, NC 27704 

SCHEDULE A 

Kerr Store Number 8935 
Cary Village Mall 
1105 Walnut Street 
Cary, NC 27511 

Kerr Store Number 8933 
South Square Shopping Center 
400 1 Chapel Hill Boulevard 
Durham, NC 27707 

Kerr Store Number 8531 
Northridge Shopping Center 
8140 Falls of the Neuse Road 
Raleigh, NC 27689 

Kerr Store Number 8943 
Harvest Plaza 
9650 Strickland Road 
Raleigh, NC 27615 
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Kerr Store Number 8541 
Longview Shopping Center 
2116 East New Bern A venue 
Raleigh, NC 27610 

Kerr Store Number 853 7 
Eastgate Shopping Center 
4025 Old Wake Forest Road 
Raleigh, NC 27609 

Kerr Store Number 8553 
Loehman's Plaza 
1821 Hilandale Road 
Durham, NC 27705 

Kerr Store Number 8929 
Crabtree Valley Mall 
4325 Glenwood A venue 
Raleigh, NC 27612 

Kerr Store Number 8538 
South Hills Mall 
1255 Buck Jones Road 
Raleigh, NC 27606 

Kerr Store Number 8595 
North Hills Mall 
Six Forks Road 
Raleigh, NC 27609 

Kerr Store Number 8539 
Mission Valley Shopping Center 
2233-113 Avant Ferry Road 
Raleigh, NC 27605 

Kerr Store Number 8534 
Tower Shopping Center 
N ewbem A venue 
Raleigh, NC 27610 

Kerr Store Number 8602 
Triangle East Centre 
134 Wakelon Street 
Zebulon, NC 27597 

Kerr Store Number 8530 
Towne North Plaza 
8385 Creedmoor Road 
Raleigh, NC 27612 

Kerr Store Number 8904 
Preston Comers Shopping Center 
920 High House Road 
Cary, NC 27513 

Kerr Store Number 854 7 
The Village Shopping Center 
613 Wellons Village 
Durham, NC 27703 

APPENDIX I 

ASSET MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 

This Asset Maintenance Agreement ("Agreement") is by and 
between J.C. Penney Company, Inc. ("J.C. Penney"), a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 6501 Legacy Drive, Plano, Texas; Thrift Drug, 
Inc. ("Thrift Drug"), a corporation organized, existing, and doing 
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business under and by virtue of the laws of the state of Delaware, 
with its office and principal place ofbusiness located at 615 Alpha 
Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and the Federal Trade Commission 
("Commission"), an independent agency of the United States 
Government, established under the Federal Trade Commission Act of 
1914, 15 U.S.C. 41, et seq. (collectively "the Parties"). 

PREMISES 

Whereas, J.C. Penney (through a wholiy-owned subsidiary, 
Omega Acquisition Corporation) agreed to acquire Eckerd 
Corporation ("the Eckerd Acquisition"), pursuant to an agreement 
dated November 2, 1996, and J.C. Penney (through a wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Thrift Drug, Inc.) agreed to acquire certain assets of the 
Rite Aid Corporation ("the Rite Aid Acquisition"), pursuant to an 
agreement dated October 11, 1996, respectively (collectively "the 
Acquisitions"); and 

Whereas, the Commission is now investigating the Acquisitions 
to determine if they would violate any of the statutes enforced by the 
Commission; and 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order, the Commission is required to place it on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days for public comment and may 
subsequently withdraw such acceptance pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 2.34 of the Commission's Rules; and 

Whereas, the Conunission is concerned that if an agreement is not 
reached preserving the status quo ante of the Rite Aid Retail Assets 
and the Thrift Retail Assets as described in the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order ("Assets") during the period prior to their divestiture, 
any divestiture resulting from any administrative proceeding 
challenging the legality of the Acquisitions might not be possible, or 
might produce a less than effective remedy; and 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the consent order or a 
modified consent order, and J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug have not 
divested the Assets or such other assets as are specified in the consent 
order or in a modified consent order, in accordance with the consent 
order or modified order respectively, the Commission may appoint a 
trustee to divest the Assets and such additional assets as are identified 
in the consent order or in a modified consent order; and 

Whereas, the Commission is concerned that prior to divestiture to 
an acquirer approved by the Commission, it may be necessary to 
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preserve the continued viability and competitiveness of the Assets; 
and 

Whereas, the purpose of this Agreement and of the consent order 
is to preserve the Assets pending the divestiture to an acquirer 
approved by the Commission under the terms of the order, in order to 
remedy any anticompetitive effects of the Acquisitions; and 

Whereas, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug entering into this 
Agreement shall in no way be construed as an admission by J.C. 
Penney or Thrift Drug that the Acquisitions are illegal; and 

Whereas, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug understand that no act or 
transaction contemplated by this Agreement shall be deemed immune 
or exempt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the Federal 
Trade Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this 
Agreement. 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the Commission's agreement 
that at the time it accepts the consent order for public comment it will 
grant early termination of the Hart-Scott-Rodino waiting periods, the 
Parties agree as follows: 

TERMS OF AGREEMENT 

1. J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug agree to execute, and upon its 
issuance to be bound by, the attached consent order. The Parties 
further agree that each term defmed in the attached consent order 
shall have the same meaning in this Agreement. 

2. Unless the Commission brings an action to seek to enjoin the 
proposed Rite Aid Acquisition or the proposed Eckerd Acquisition 
pursuant to Section 13(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. 53(b), and obtains a temporary restraining order or 
preliminary injunction blocking the proposed Rite Aid Acquisition or 
the proposed Eckerd Acquisition, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug will be 
free to close the Rite Aid Acquisition after December 8, 1996, subject 
to the terms of the order, and the Eckerd Acquisition after December 
6, 1996. 

3. J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug agree that from the date this 
Agreement is signed until the earlier of the dates listed in 
subparagraphs 3.a- 3.b, they will comply with the provisions of this 
Agreement: 

a. Three business days after the Commission withdraws its 
acceptance of the consent order pursuant to the provisions of Section 
2.34 of the Commission's Rules; or 
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b. On the day the divestitures set out in the consent order have 
been completed. 

4. J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug shall maintain the competitiveness 
of the Assets. This includes, but is not limited to, the maintaining of 
promotions and discount policies as well as the continuation of 
specific store services (i.e., hours of operation and operation of 
specific departments). 

5. Until J~C. Penney and Thrift Drug have divested the Assets or 
other assets pursuant to paragraphs II and III of the consent order or 
such assets as are specified pursuant to a modified consent order, J.C. 
Penney and Thrift Drug shall continue to offer those Thrift Drug 
customers who receive third-party pharmacy services at Thrift Drug 
the same type of pharmacy service at any retail drug store that 
constitutes a part of the Thrift Retail Assets. 

6. Should the Commission seek in any proceeding to compel J.C. 
Penney and Thrift Drug to divest themselves of the Assets or such 
other assets as specified in the consent order or in a modified consent 
order or to seek any other injunctive or equitable relief, J.C. Penney 
and Thrift Drug shall not raise any objection based upon the 
expiration of the applicable Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust 
Improvements Act waiting period or the fact that the Commission has 
not sought to enjoin the Acquisitions. J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug 
also waive all rights to contest the validity of this Agreement. 

7. For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with 
this Agreement, subject to any legally recognized privilege, and upon 
written request with five (5) days' notice to J.C. Penney or Thrift 
Drug and to their principal offices, J.C. Penney and Thrift Drug shall 
permit any duly authorized representative or representatives of the 
Commission: 

a. Access during the office hours of J.C. Penney or Thrift Drug, 
in the presence of counsel, to inspect and copy all books, ledgers, 
accounts, correspondence, memoranda mid other records and 
documents in the possession or under the control of J.C. Penney or 
Thrift Drug relating to compliance with this Agreement; and 

b. To interview officers or employees of J.C. Penney or Thrift 
Drug, who may have counsel present, regarding any such matters. 

8. This Agreement shall not be binding until approved by the 
Commission. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

THE BOEING COMPANY 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THECLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF 

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3723. Complaint, March 5, 1997--Decision, March 5, 1997 

This consent order involves the Boeing Company's acquisition of Rockwell 
International Corporation's aerospace and defense business and the 
competition in the markets for high altitude endurance unmanned air-vehicles 
("UAVs") and space launch vehicles. The consent order, among other things, 
gives Tefedyne Ryan, the prime contractor of one team, the opportunity to 
replace Boeing on that team, thereby protecting competition m the UAVs 
market. The consent order also establishes a "firewall" to prevent the flow of 
competitively sensitive information between Boeing's team and a division of 
Rockwell International Corporation's aerospace and defense business that is 
currently providing wings to the other teams, establishes a firewall that 
prevents Boeing from making any space launch vehicle manufacturer's non
public information available to its launch vehicle division, and allows Boeing 
to use such information only in its capacity as a propulsion system provider. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: GeorgeS. ·Cary, Ann Malester and Steven 
Bernstein. 

For the respondent: Benjamin S. Sharp and Susan E. Foster, 
Washington, D.C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having reason 
to believe that respondent, The Boeing Company ("Boeing"), a 
corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, has agreed 
to acquire the Aerospace and Defense Business of Rockwell 
International Corporation ("Rockwell"), a corporation subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Commission, in violation of Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act ("FTC Act"), as amended, 15 U.S.C. 
45, and that such an acquisition, if consummated, would violate 
Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18 and Section 
5 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45; and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges as 
follows: 
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I. DEFINITIONS 

1. ''High Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicle" means any 
unmanned aircraft designed to perform high-altitude, broad-area 
reconnaissance missions and manufactured for sale to the United 
States Department of Defense. 

2. "Tier II Plus" or "Global Hawk" means the Tier II Plus High 
Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicle currently being developed 
for the Department ofDefense's Advanced Research Projects Agency. 

3. "Tier III Minus" or ''DarkStar'' means the Tier Ill Minus High 
Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicle currently being developed 
for the Department ofDefense's Advanced Research Projects Agency. 

4. "Tier II Plus Team" means Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical and 
the group of subcontractors, including Rockwell Aerospace and 
Defense, which are currently developing Tier IT Plus. 

5. "Tier III Minus Team" means the team comprised of Boeing 
and Lockheed Martin Corporation which is currently developing Tier 
III Minus. 

6. "Space Launch Vehicle" means any vehicle designed to launch 
satellites or persons into space. 

7. "Space Launch Vehicle Propulsion System" means any device 
that is used to provide propulsion to a Space Launch Vehicle. 

8. "Respondent" means Boeing. 

II. RESPONDENT 

9. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing under and 
by virtue of the laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and 
principal place ofbusiness located at 7755 East Marginal Way South, 
Seattle, Washington. 

1 0. Respondent is engaged in, among other things, the research, 
development, manufacture and sale of High Altitude Endurance 
Unmanned Air Vehicles and Space Launch Vehicles. 

11. For purposes of this proceeding, respondent is, and at all times 
relevant herein has been, engaged in commerce as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 1 ofthe Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 12, 
and is a corporation whose business is in or affecting commerce as 
"commerce" is defmed in Section 4 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 
U.S.C. 44. 
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III. ACQUIRED COMPANY 

12. Rockwell Aerospace and Defense Business ("Rockwell 
Aerospace and Defense") is a division of Rockwell, a corporation 
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the state of 
Delaware, with its principal office and place of business located at 
2201 Seal Beach Boulevard, Seal Beach, California. 

13. Rockwell Aerospace and Defense is engaged in, among other 
things, the research, development, manufacture and sale of wings for 
High Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicles, and Space Launch 
Vehicle Propulsion Systems. 

14. Rockwell Aerospace and Defense is, and at all times relevant 
herein has been, engaged in commerce as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 12, and is a 
corporation whose business is in or affecting commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 
u.s.c. 44. 

TV. THE ACQUISITION 

15. On or about July 31 , 1996, Boeing entered into an Agreement 
and Plan of Merger, whereby Boeing would acquire Rockwell 
Aerospace and Defense for approximately $3.025 billion 
("Acquisition"). 

V. THE RELEVANT MARKETS 

16. For purposes of this complaint, the relevant lines of commerce 
in which to analyze the effects of the Acquisition are: 

a. The research, development, manufacture and sale of High 
Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicles; 

b. The research, development, manufacture and sale of Space 
Launch Vehicles; and 

c. The research, development, manufacture and sale of Space 
Launch Vehicle Propul~ion Systems. 

17. For purposes of this complaint, the United States is the 
relevant geographic area in which to analyze the effects of the 
Acquisition in all relevant lines of commerce. 
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VI. STRUCTURE OF THE MARKETS 

18. The market for the research, development, manufacture and 
sale of High Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicles is highly 
concentrated as measured by the Herfindahl-Hirschmann Index 
("HHI") or the two-fmn and four-firm concentration ratios 
("concentration ratios"). Respondent and Rockwell are members of 
the only two teams which produce High Altitude Endurance 
Unmanned Air Vehicles. 

19. Respondent, through the Acquisition, would be a member of 
both the Tier II Plus Team and the Tier III Minus Team. 

20. The market for Space Launch Vehicle Propulsion Systems is 
highly concentrated as measured by the HHI or concentration ratios. 

21. Respondent, through the proposed Acquisition, would-be 
engaged in the research, development, manufacture and sale of a wide 
range of Space Launch Vehicles and Space Launch Vehicle 
Propulsion Systems. 

Vll. BARRIERS TO ENTRY 

22. Entry into the market for the research, development, 
manufacture and sale of High Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air 
Vehicles would not occur in a timely manner to deter or counteract 
the adverse competitive effects described in paragraph twenty-six 
because of, among other things, the difficulty involved in developing 
the technology and expertise necessary to produce High Altitude 
Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicles. 

23. Entry into the market for the research, development, 
manufacture and sale of High Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air 
Vehicles is not likely to occur to deter or counteract the adverse 
competitive effects described in paragraph twenty-six because of, 
among other things, the expense required to develop the technology 
and expertise necessary to produce High Altitude Endurance 
Unmanned Air Vehicles. 

24. Entry into the market for the research, development, 
manufacture and sale of Space Launch Vehicle Propulsion Systems 
would not occur in a timely manner to deter or counteract the adverse 
competitive effects described in paragraph twenty-six because of, 
among other things, the difficulty involved in developing the 
technology and expertise necessary to produce Space Launch Vehicle 
Propulsion Systems. 
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25. Entry into the market for the research, development, 
manufacture and sale of Space Launch Vehicle Propulsion Systems 
is not likely to occur to deter or counteract the adverse competitive 
effects described in paragraph twenty-six because of, among other 
things, the expense required to develop the t~chnology and expertise 
necessary to produce Space Launch Vehicle Propulsion Systems. 

VITI. EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITION 

26. The effects of the Acquisition may be substantially to lessen 
competition and to tend to create a monopoly in the United States 
markets for High Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air V ebicles and 
Space Launch Vehicles in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 
15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
15 U.S.C. 45, in the following ways, among others: 

a. By reducing actual, direct and substantial competition between 
the Tier II Plus Team and the Tier III Minus Team in the research, 
development, manufacture and sale of High Altitude Endurance 
Unmanned Air Vehicles; 

b. By increasing the likelihood that the Department of Defense 
would be forced to pay higher prices for High Altitude Endurance 
Unmanned Air Vehicles; 

c. By increasing the likelihood that quality and technological 
innovation in the High Altitude Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicle 
market would be reduced; 

d. By allowing respondent to gain access to competitively 
sensitive non-public information concerning the Tier II Plus team, 
whereby: 

(1) Actual, direct and substantial competition between the Tier II 
Plus Team and the Tier III Minus Team in the High Altitude 
Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicle market would be reduced; 

(2) The likelihood that the Department · of Defense would be 
forced to pay higher prices for High Altitude Endurance Unmanned 
Air Vehicles would be increased; and 

(3) Quality and technical innovation in the High Altitude 
Endurance Unmanned Air Vehicle market would be reduced; and 
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e. By allowing respondent to gain access to competitively 
sensitive non-public information concerning other Space Launch 
Vehicle manufacturers, whereby: 

(1) Actual competition between respondent and other Space 
Launch Vehicle manufacturers would be reduced; and 

(2) Quality and technical innovation in the Space Launch Vehicle 
market would be reduced. 

IX. VIOLATIONS CHARGED 

27. The Acquisition described in paragraph fifteen constitutes a 
violation of Section 5 ofthe FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

28. The Acquisition described in paragraph fifteen, if 
consummated, would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the FTC 
Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of the proposed acquisition by respondent of Rockwell International 
Corporation's Aerospace and Defense business, and the respondent 
having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint 
that the Bureau of Competition presented to the Commi~sion for its 
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge 
respondent with violations of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as 
amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45; and 

Respondent, its atto·rneys, and counsel for the Commission having 
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an 
admission by respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the 
aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Acts, and that a complaint should issue stating 
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its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the 
comment filed thereafter by the respondent pursuant to Section 2.34 
of its Rules, and having modified the Decision and Order in certain 
respects, now in further conformity with the procedure described in 
Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues its 
complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the 
following order: 

1. Respondent The Boeing Company ("Boeing") is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 7755 East Marginal Way South, Seattle, 
Washington. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

A. "Respondent" or "Boeing" means The Boeing Company, its 
directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, predecessors, 
successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, 
pattnerships and joint ventures controlled by The Boeing Company, 
and the respective directors, officers, employees, agents, 
representatives, successors and assigns of each. Boeing also includes 
Rockwell Aerospace and Defense. 

B. "Rockwell" means Rockwell International Corporation, a 
corporation organized, existing and doing business under the laws of 
the state of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 2201 Seal Beach Boulevard, Seal Beach, California, its 
directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, predecessors, 
successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, 
partnerships and joint ventures controlled by Rockwell International 
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Corporation, and the respective directors, officers, employees, agents, 
representatives, successors and assigns of each. 

C. "Rockwell Aerospace and Defense" means Rockwell's 
Aerospace and Defense businesses, including the Autonetics and 
Missiles Systems Division, North American Aircraft Division, North 
American Aircraft Modification Division, Rocketdyne Division, 
Space Systems Division and Rockwell's interest in United Space 
Alliance, its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, 
predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, 
groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled by 
Rockwell Aerospace and Defense, and the respective directors, 
officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns 
of each. Rockwell Aerospace and Defense does not include any of the 
assets that are not included in the Acquisition and that will remain 
part of Rockwell after the Acquisition. 

D. "Acquisition" means the acquisition of Rockwell Aerospace 
and Defense by Boeing. 

E. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission. 
F. ''Allegheny Teledyne" means Allegheny Teledyne Incorporated, 

a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the state of Massachusetts, with its office and 
principal place of business located at 1000 Six PPG Place, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, its directors, officers, employees, agents, 
representatives, predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, 
divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled 
by Allegheny Teledyne Incorporated, and the respective directors, 
officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns 
of each. 

G. ''Teledyne Ryan" means Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical, a 
division of Allegheny Teledyne, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 2701 Harbor Drive, San Diego, California, its 
directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, predecessors, 
successors and assigns; its subsidiaries1 divisions, groups, affiliates, 
partnerships and joint ventures controlled by Teledyne Ryan 
Aeronautical, and the respective directors, officers, employees, 
agents, representatives, successors and assigns of each. 

H. "Person" means any natural person, corporate entity, 
partnership, association, joint venture, government entity, trust or 
other business or legal entity. 
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I. "Tier II Plus" or "Global Hawk" means the Tier II Plus high 
altitude endurance unmanned air vehicle currently being developed 
for the United States Advanced Research Projects Agency. 

J. "Tier II Plus Wings" means the completed and integrated wing 
assemblies used for Tier II Plus. 
· K. "Tier II Plus Wings Special Tooling and Special Test 

Equipment" means all of the special tooling and special test 
equipment, as the terms special tooling and special test equipment are 
defined in Federal Acquisition Regulations, 48 CFR ("FAR") 45.101, 
used in the design, development and manufacture of Tier IT Plus 
Wings. 

L. "Tier II Plus Wings Engineering and Design Data" means all 
of the engineering and design data, in both electronic and hard copy, 
used in the design, development and manufacture of Tier II Plus 
Wings. 

M. "Tier II Plus Prime Agreement" means Agreement No. 
MDA972-95-3-0013 between Teledyne Ryan and the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency and any amendments to such 
agreement. 

N. "Phase II Flight & System Performance Test" means all of the 
flights and tests of Tier II Plus associated with Phase II of the United 
States Advanced Research Projects Agency's Tier II Plus program. 

0. "Tier Ill Minus" or "DarkStar" means the Tier III Minus high 
altitude endurance unmanned air vehicle currently being developed 
for the United States Advanced Research Projects Agency. 

P. ''Space Launch Vehicle" means any vehicle designed to launch 
satellites or persons into space. 

Q. "Space Launch Vehicle Propulsion System" means any device 
designed, developed, manufactured or sold by Rocketdyne that is 
used to provide propulsion to a Space Launch Vehicle. 

R . "Rockwell NAAD"means Rockwell International Corporation's 
North American Aircraft Division, an entity included within 
Rockwell Aerospace and Defense and as part of the Acquisition, with 
its principal place of business at 2201 Seal Beach Boulevard, Seal 
Beach, California, or any other entity within or controlled by Boeing 
engaged in, among other things, the research, development, 
manufacture or sale of Tier II Plus Wings, and its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, successors and 
assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and 
joint ventures controlled by Rockwell NAAD, and the respective 
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directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and 
assigns of each. 

S. "Rockwell NAAD Tulsa" means Rockwell North American 
Aircraft Division, Tulsa, a Rockwell NAAD facility located at 2000 
North Memorial Drive, P.O. Box 582808, Tulsa, Oklahoma, or any 
other facility within or controlled by Boeing engaged in, among other 
things, the research, development, manufacture or sale of Tier II Plus 
Wings, and its directors, officers, employees, agents and 
representatives, predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, 
divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled 
by Rockwell NAAD Tulsa, and the respective directors, officers, 
employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns of each. 

T. "Rocketdyne" means Rockwell International Corporation's 
Rocketdyne Division, an entity included within Rockwell Aerospace 
and Defense and as part of the Acquisition, with its principal place of 
business at 6633 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, California, or any 
other entity within or controlled by Boeing engaged in, among other 
things, the research, development, manufacture or sale of Space 
Launch Vehicle Propulsion Systems, and its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, successors, and 
assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and 
joint ventures controlled by Rocketdyne, and the respective directors, 
officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns 
of each. 

U. "Boeing Tier III Minus Business" means any entity within or 
controlled by Boeing that is engaged in, among other things, the 
research, development, manufacture or sale of Tier III Minus, and its 
directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives, 
predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, 
groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled by 
Boeing Tier III Minus Business, and the respective directors, officers, 
employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns of each. 

V. "Boeing Space Launch Vehicle Business" n1eans any entity 
within or controlled by Boeing that is engaged in, among other 
things, the research, development, manufacture or sale of Space 
Launch Vehicles, and its directors, officers, employees, agents and 
representatives, predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, 
divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled 
by Boeing Space Launch Vehicle Business, and the respective 
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directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and 
assigns of each. 

w. "Non-Public Tier n Plus Information II means any information 
nqt in the public domain received or developed by Rockwell in its 
capacity as a provider of Tier IT Plus Wings. Non-Public Tier II Plus 
Information shall not include: (1) information known or disclosed to 
respondent, excluding Rockwell Aerospace and Defense, at the time 
respondent signs the agreement containing consent order in this 
matter, (2) information that, subsequent to the time respondent signs 
the agreement containing consent order in this matter, falls within the 
public domain through no violation of this order by respondent, (3) 
information that, subsequent to · the time respondent signs the 
agreement containing consent order in this matter, becomes known 
to respondent from a third party not in breach of a confidential 
disclosure agreement (information ·obtained from Rockwell or 
otherwise obtained as a result of the Acquisition shall not be 
considered information known to respondent from a third party), or 
(4) information after six (6) years· from the date of disclosure of such 
Non-Public Tier II Plus Information to respondent, or such other 
period as agreed to in writing by respondent and the provider of the 
information. 

X. "Non-Public Tier III Minus Information" means any 
information not in the public domain received by Boeing in its 
capacity as a designer, developer or manufacturer of Tier Ill Minus. 
Non-Public Tier III Minus Information shall not include: (1) 
information known or disclosed to Rockwell NAAD at the time 
respondent signs the agreement containing consent order in this 
matter, (2) information that, subsequent to the time respondent signs 
the agreement containing consent order in this matter, falls within the 
public domain through no violation of this order by respondent, (3) 
information that, subsequent to the time respondent signs the 
agreement containing consent order in this matter, becomes known 
to Rockwell NAAD from a third party not in breach of a confidential 
disclosure agreement, or (4) information after six (6) years from the 
date of disclosure of such Non-Public Tier III Minus Information to 
respondent, or such other period as agreed to in writing by respondent 
and the provider of the information. 

Y. "Boeing Non-Public Tier III Minus Information" means any 
information not in the public domain developed by Boeing in its 
capacity as a designer, developer or manufacturer of Tier III Minus. 
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Boeing Non-Public Tier ill Minus information shall not include: (1) 
information known or disclosed to Rockwell NAAD Tulsa at the time 
respondent signs the agreement containing consent order in this 
matter, (2) information that, subsequent to the time respondent signs 
the agreement containing consent order in this matter, falls within the 
public domain through no violation of this order by respondent, (3) 
information that, subsequent to the time respondent signs the 
agreement containing consent order in this matter, becomes known 
to Rockwell NAAD Tulsa from a third party not in breach of a 
confidential disclosure agreement, or (4) information after six (6) 
years from the date of development of such Boeing Non-Public Tier 
ill Minus Information by respondent. 

Z. "Non-Public Space Launch Vehicle Information" means (1) 
any information not in the public domain disclosed by any ~pace 
Launch Vehicle manufacturer, other than Boeing, to Rocketdyne in 
its capacity as a provider of Space Launch Vehicle Propulsion 
Systems and (a) if written information, designated in writing by the 
Space Launch Vehicle manufacturer as proprietary information by an 
appropriate legend, marking, stamp or positive written identification 
on the face thereof, or (b) if oral, visual or other information, 
identified as proprietary information in writing by the Space Launch 
Vehicle manufacturer prior to the disclosure or within thirty (30) days 
after such disclosure; or (2) any information not in the public domain 
disclosed by any Space Launch Vehicle manufacturer to Rocketdyne 
in its capacity as a provider of Space Launch Vehicle Propulsion 
Systems prior to the Acquisition. Non-Public Space Launch Vehicle 
Information shall not include: (1) information known or disclosed to 
respondent, excluding Rockwell Aerospace and Defense, at the time 
respondent signed the agreement containing consent order in this 
matter, (2) information that, subsequent to the time respondent signs 
the agreement containing consent order in this matter, falls within the 
public domain through no violation of this order by respondent, (3) 
information that, subsequent to the time respondent signs the 
agreement containing consent order in this matter, becomes known 
to respondent from a third party not in breach of a . confidential 
disclosure agreement (information obtained from Rockwell or 
otherwise obtained as a result of the Acquisition shall not be 
considered information known to respondent from a third party), or 
(4) information after six (6) years from the dat~ of disclosure of such 
Non-Public Space Launch Vehicle Information to respondent, or such 
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other period as agreed to in writing by respondent and the provider of 
the information. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall not hold Teledyne 
Ryan liable for any damages or costs resulting from the replacement 
of respondent as the supplier of Tier II Plus Wings. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. At any time prior to six (6) months of the date this order 
becomes final, and if respondent and Teledyne Ryan have not reached 
an agreement on a new contract for respondent to provide Tier II Plus 
Wings to Teledyne Ryan, respondent shall, upon request from 
Teledyne Ryan, deliver to business locations in the United States 
designated by Teledyne Ryan, and assemble, the Tier II Plus Wings 
Special Tooling and Special Test Equipment. Respondent shall 
perform its obligations under this paragraph Ill.A as soon as 
practicable after receiving such request from Teledyne Ryan, but in 
a timeframe not to exceed ninety (90) days from the receipt of such 
request, or such other time period as agreed to in writing by Teledyne 
Ryan. Respondent shall not charge Teledyne Ryan for any costs 
associated with carrying out respondent's obligations under this 
paragraph III.A that would not be considered allowable, as the term 
allowable is defined in FAR Section 52.216-7, under the Tier II Plus 
Prime Agreement. Nothing in this paragraph shall alter respondent's 
or Teledyne Ryan's rights and obligations pursuant to FAR Section 
52.249-6, as incorporated in any current or future Tier II Plus Wings 
contract between respondent and Teledyne Ryan. 

B. At any time prior to six (6) months of the date this order 
becomes final, and if respondent and Teledyne Ryan have not reached 
an agreement on a new contract for respondent to provide Tier II Plus 
Wings to Teledyne Ryan, respondent shall, upon request from 
Teledyne Ryan, deliver to business locations in the United States 
designated by Teledyne Ryan the Tier II Plus Wings Engineering and 
Design Data. Respondent shall perform its obligations under this 
paragraph III.B as soon as practicable after receiving such request 
from Teledyne Ryan, but in a timeframe not to exceed fifteen (15) 
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days from the receipt of such request, or such other time period as 
·agreed to in writing by Teledyne Ryan. Respondent shall not charge 
Teledyne Ryan for any costs associated with carrying out 
respondent's obligations under this paragraph III.B that would not be 
considered allowable, as the term allowable is defined in FAR 
Section 52.216-7, under the Tier II Plus Prime Agreement. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall not assert or enforce 
any proprietary rights in any Tier II Plus Wings Special Tooling and 
Special Test Equipment or Tier II Plus Wings Engineering and 
Design Data delivered pursuant to paragraph III of this order. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. At any time prior to six (6) months of the date this order 
becomes final, and if respondent and Teledyne Ryan have not reache4 
an agreement on a new contract for respondent to provide Tier II Plus · 
Wings to Teledyne Ryan, respondent shall provide, upon request 
from Teledyn~ Ryan, such assistance to personnel designated by 
Teledyne Ryan as is reasonably necessary to such personnel to design 
and manufacture Tier II Plus Wings. Such assistance shall include, 

·! but not be limited to, consultation with employees of respondent 
knowledgeable in the design and manufacture of Tier II Plus Wings, 
and training at facilities designated by Teledyne Ryan for a period of 
time and in a manner sufficient to satisfy Teledyne Ryan's 
management that the designated personnel are appropriately trained 
in the design and manufacture of Tier II Plus Wings. Respondent 
shall convey to personnel designated by Teledyne Ryan all know-how 
necessary to design and manufacture Tier II Plus Wings. However, 
respondent shall not be required to continue providing such assistance 
for more than one (I) year from the date respondent begins providing 
such assistance, and shall not be required to provide personnel for 
more than the equivalent of four (4) man-years during this one (1) 
year period. Respondent shall not charge Teledyne Ryan for any costs 
associated with carrying out respondent's obligations under this 
paragraph V .A that would not be considered allowable, as the term 
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allowable is defined in FAR Section 52.216-7, under the Tier II Plus 
Prime Agreement. 

B. Upon reasonable request from Teledyne Ryan, respondent 
shall provide such additional technical assistance relating to the Tier 
II Plus Wings to personnel designated by Teledyne Ryan as is 
reasonably necessary to enable personnel designated by Teledyne 
Ryan to complete the Phase II Flight & System Performance Test. 
Such assistance shall include, but not be limited to, consultation with 
employees of respondent knowledgeable in the design and 
manufacture of Tier II Plus Wings, and training at facilities · 
designated by Teledyne Ryan for a period of time and in a manner 
sufficient to satisfy Teledyne Ryan's management that the designated 
personnel have sufficient knowledge relating to Tier IT Plus Wings to 
be able to support fully Teledyne Ryan's efforts to complete the Phase 
II Flight & System Performance Test requirements. However, 
respondent shall not be required to continue providing such assistance 
after the completion of the Phase II Flight & System Performance 
Test. Respondent shall charge Teledyne Ryan at a rate 'ofno more 
than $90 per hour for providing such technical assistance. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not provide, disclose or otherwise make 
available to the Boeing Tier ill Minus Business any Non-Public Tier 
II Plus Information. 

B. Respondent shall use any Non-Public Tier II Plus Information 
only in respondent's capacity as a provider of Tier II Plus Wings or 
technical assistance, pursuant to paragraph V of this order. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not provide, disclose or otherwise make 
available to Rockwell NAAD any Non-Public Tier III Minus 
Information. 

B. Respondent shall use any Non-Public Tier III Minus 
Information only in its capacity as a designer, developer or 
manufacturer of Tier III Minus. 
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VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall not provide, disclose 
or otherwise make available to Rockwell NAAD Tulsa any Boeing 
Non-Public Tier III Minus Information. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Rocketdyne shall not, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of Non-Public Space Launch Vehicle Information, 
provide, disclose or otherwise make available to Boeing Space 
Launch Vehicle Business any Non-Public Space Launch Vehicle 
Information. 

B. Rocketdyne shall use any Non-Public Space Launch Vehicle 
Information only in its capacity as a provider of Space Launch 
Vehicle Propulsion Systems, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of the Non-Public Space Launch Vehicle Information. 

X . 
. -

It is further ordered, That respondent shall deliver a copy of this 
order to any Space Launch Vehicle manufacturer prior to obtaining, 
either from the Space Launch Vehicle manufacturer or through the 
Acquisition, any information outside the public domain relating to 
that manufacturer's Space Launch Vehicle. 

XI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall comply with all terms 
of the Interim Agreement, attached to this order and made a part 
hereof as Appendix I. 

XII. 

It is further ordered, That within sixty (60) days of the date this 
order becomes final and annually for the next ten (10) years on the 
anniversary of the date this order becomes final, and at such other 
times as the Commission may require, respondent shall file a verified 
written report with the Commission setting forth in detail the manner 
and form in which it has complied and is complying with paragraphs 
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II through X of this order. Respondent shall inclu<;ie in its reports 
information sufficient to identify all Space Launch Vehicle 
Manufacturers with whom respondent has entered into an agreement 
for the research, development, manufacture or sale of Space Launch 
Vehicle Propulsion Systems. 

XIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in respondent, 
such as dissolution, assignment, sale resulting in the emergence of a 
successor corporation, or the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or 
sale of any division or any other change in respondent that may affect 
compliance obligations arising out of the order. 

XIV. 

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of determining or 
securing compliance with this order, subject to any legally recognized 
privilege and applicable United States Government national security 
requirements, upon written request, and on reasonable notice, 
respondent shall permit any duly authorized representative of the 
Commission: 

A. Access, during office hours and in the presence of counsel, to 
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, 
memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or 
under the control of respondent relating to any matters contained in 
this order; and 

B. Upon five (5) days' notice to respondent and without restraint 
or interference from it, to interview officers, directors, or employees 
of respondent, who may have counsel present, regarding such matters. 

XV. 

It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate on March 5, 
2017, except as otherwise provided in this order. 


